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What do I do when my love is away
(Does it worry you to be alone)
How do I feel by the end of the day
(Are you sad because you’re on your own)
No, I get by with a little help from my friends,
Mmm, get high with a little help from my friends,
Mmm, gonna to try with a little help from my friends ...
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1. Introduction

Dramatic improvements in the capacity and capability of sensors, storage systems,
computers, and networks are enabling the creation of data archives of enormous size and
value [42]. Grid Computing environments support the execution of applications that pro-
duce and consume such data volumes. This production and consumption of data implies
processing, transfer and storage. In general terms, the data treatment in each one of the
activities and the relation between them corresponds to thedata management.

Often, data volumes managed in Grid computing systems growsduring the execution
time. The capacity of the resources with the processing, transfer and storage is strongly
related. Then, the behavior of the system changes during their use, due to the capacity
limits of the resources.

Actually, data transfer is a critical process in Grid Computing systems. Because the
various formats, sizes and contents of the data that are transferred in messages add com-
plexity and unpredictability to the system behavior. In thesame manner, the different
technologies and topologies implemented in the Grid computing networks contribute to
the complexity and variation of the performance during the data transfer. Frequently, the
transfer is more expensive than the processing.

Although Grid Computing systems have architectural features, such as multiprocess-
ing, high bandwidth capacity, large storage capacity and soon, that ensure high perfor-
mance, users require to know how to exploit these features optimally. Modeling and per-
formance evaluation provides mechanisms for knowing the state of a system and predict
their behavior, in order to take advantage of the resources with a minimal cost, in other
words, to exploit the system optimally. Obviously, modeling and performance evaluation
are large subjects for study and a given problem can be treated on different ways.

Models are needed to predict and analyze data transfer behavior together with tools to
implement them. Not only to make aforecastof the transfer time in function of the size of
message and the number of resources involved, but in order toidentify the characteristics
which influence the behavior of the data transfer.

To handle this, this work propose a restriction of the problem, covering only the Grid
computing applications that transfer large volumes of dataduring their execution time, in

1



1 Introduction

real time.

1.1 Research Context

High Performance Computing Systems (and Grid Computing Systems) allow sci-
entists to treat dataefficiently in accordance with specific needs. In other words, Grid
Computing technology allows to perform science with shared computer science facilities.
These facilities can be summarized as technological capacities and possibilities such as
great storage, efficiency, ”dynamicity”, heterogeneity, ”pervasivity”, concurrency, high
bandwidth and so on. On the other hand, we can consider other aspects, such as a high
quality of service, collaborative work, safety between others [14] [42].

Despite technological trends implemented in Grid Computing, the observation and
analysis of the performance of the applications in their interaction with the infrastructure
is necessary to provide efficiency. Grid computing is particularly complex to observe
and analyze, the processes implies parallel and distributed-heterogeneous tasks and con-
currency. Nevertheless, the Grid Computing community makesimportant efforts to pro-
pose models and methodologies to observe and describe Grid Computing architectures,
Grid Computing platforms, Grid Computing applications and even Grid Computing users
(Communities).

This thesis work was done in the general context the High Performance Computing
research, specifically Grid Computing research. The work covers a given domain, perfor-
mance evaluation in realtime.

The observation of the behavior of a system, during a real use, demands an easy,
feasible and low cost in the monitoring or measurement of theprocess and tasks. In the
Grid Computing community, this case corresponds to an observation on Production Grid
Computing platforms.

The work done in this thesis, includes the performance evaluation of massive data
transfers between nodes of Production Grid Computing system. The study treats the
large volumes of data consumed and produced by applicationsthat are transferred on
high bandwidth networks. The studies associated to this thesis allow to propose analytical
models and to implement performance evaluation techniquesin monitoring tools.

This thesis proposition has been developed in two teams of two different laboratories:
TheRainbow1 Team of the Informatics, Signals and Systems Laboratory, I3S2, at Sophia
Antipolis and TheMescal3 Team of the Laboratory of Informatics of Grenoble, LIG4 at

1http://rainbow.essi.fr
2http://www.i3s.unice.fr
3http://mescal.imag.fr/
4http://www.liglab.fr

2



Problem Description 1.2

Montbonnot-Saint Martin, in France.
Research interests of these teams contribute to address the problem with a hybrid

focus. In the case of the Rainbow team, one of the research theme is the services orches-
tration and enactment on a large scale distributed infrastructure. About the Mescal Team,
it exist the interest about the performance evaluation and simulation of large deterministic
and probabilistic systems, mainly large scale distributedarchitectures. This interaction
allows to treat the problem under study from two levels, an application and a fabric levels,
observing the reciprocal action between both.

1.2 Problem Description

Scientific and industrial applications that run in Production Grid Computing platforms
produce and consume great sets of data. This production and consumption requires high
bandwidth data transfer. Despite the use of high performance networks, the use and con-
currency of the shared resources of the Grid computing platforms, saturates these re-
sources differently during the data transfer.

When a specific application runs on a Grid computing infrastructure, the data transfer
time varies according to the state of the shared resources (mainly the network resources)
and the total quantity of bytes involved in the transfer. Then, there are two important
points to handle: one, the requirements to describe the massive data transfer to predict
performance, in order to optimize the use of the shared resources by the application; and
two, the necessity to made this prediction during a real use.

In both cases, prediction implies systematic approaches toperformance evaluation.
These approaches permit to define metrics, methodologies and techniques to provide tools
to specific observations5.

Then, the problematic implies the definition of a predictivemodel. This model should
be implemented in performance evaluation mechanisms during a real use. Of course, this
predictive model must be simple, not expensive in terms of applicability and addressed to
the analysis of high bandwidth data transfer. The high bandwidth data transfer analysis
is important because it allows to identify the loss of performance during the data transfer,
estimate the best case of use in accord with the available resources, to know the data
transfer cost or allow efficient scheduling.

On the other words, the modeling will have to permit to compute the transfer time and
observe the behavior of the massive data transfer to analyzethe characteristics that affects
their performance, such as size of message transferred, resources involved, network com-

5However, it is important to consider that these systematic approaches are based in theoretical, practical
or theory-practical focus.

3



1 Introduction

ponents, file systems, between others. These characteristics must be related with specific
parameters that allows a pertinent description in the model. In consequence, the model
proposal must be easily implementable in tools to be used during a real time.

1.3 Contributions

The contributions of this work follow the preoccupation expressed before, but we can
describe the main results:

• Propose a realistic performance evaluation technique for high bandwidth data
transfer during the execution of Grid Computing applications.

The work made the analysis of different possibilities of implementation of the de-
terministic model to make a correct description of the parallel and massive data
transfer process. In consequence, the model should be easy to implement in perfor-
mance evaluation techniques and tools.

On another hand, the performance evaluation techniques andderived tools should
be exploited during real use, providing real time information.

• Propose a model to predict parallel and massive data transfer among nodes during
the execution of applications that run on Grid Computing platforms.

The work made for this objective allows to identify the main characteristics that
affect the communication performance during massive and parallel data transfer.
These characteristics are related to parameters that describe the interactions be-
tween the application and infrastructure resources, in terms of capacity, availability
and use.

1.4 Document Structure

This manuscript organises the contributions presented above as follow:
Chapter two presents the state of art of the problem in study. This chapter contains

a description of the technological context associated withthe communication process in
High Performance computing (HPC) and distributed systems, explicitly in Grid comput-
ing environments. This chapter presents also the current work to model the data transfer
in the context of the research in Clusters and Grid Computing systems. A description of
different modeling proposals using deterministic and non deterministic models appears to

4



Document Structure 1.4

position our work. The emphasis of this description is to present the possibilities of im-
plementation of these models in performance evaluation tools and techniques addressed
to ”on-live” performance evaluation needs.

Chapter three focuses in theLogP model used to describe parallel data transfer. A
discussion is presented here, about its utility, advantages and disadvantages to describe
communications in parallel and distributed systems. The same chapter presents the perti-
nence of the use of the pLogP propositions and, the early results of their implementation
in the realistic performance evaluation tools, to observe parallel communications in high
performance computing platforms, such as clusters.

Chapter four presents our contributions to the realistic model of massive and parallel
data transfer, using deterministic modeling derived from theLogP model.

Chapter five shows the results of the realistic modeling usingour proposal, to validate
their utility in the performance evaluation of parallel andmassive data transfer in Produc-
tion Grid Computing platforms. Measures presented in this chapter were taken during a
real use of the platform.

The chapter six, divided in three sections, presents the discussion, conclusion and
consequences of this PhD work. The first section of this chapter presents the discussion
about the results of this thesis proposal. This chapter aimsto determinate the precision
and utility of the model in the realistic performance evaluation of massive and parallel
data transfer. The second section presents the conclusion of this PhD thesis. The conse-
quences of this work, are presented in a final section, to offer development prospects to
the implementation of new features in our model. On another hand, we present guidelines
to the development of performance evaluation tools and techniques using our focus.

5
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2. State of Art

2.1 Technological Context

Technological trends in distributed high performance computing, such as Grid com-
puting systems, is to offer high capacity in communication at the price of increased com-
plexity in their use. The Grid computing community has identified several aspects related
with multiple use cases to describe Grid computing communication, taking into account
the technological evolution.

Basically, a communication process is simple: a message is transferred between a
sender to a receiver from a source among a medium with an objective of use [149] [107].
The complexity appears when the elements involved in this communication grow and the
message transfer process exceeds the capacities of those elements.

For example, in a Grid Computing system, as shown in the Figure2.1 the source of
the information delivered by the message may be the result ofan operation in a processor
or a data set in the disk. Sender and receive can be cluster nodes of a particular platform.

On the other hand, the communication occurs at different levels. In the same Figure
2.1, we can see a cluster level and a Grid level that relies on the two platforms. This multi-
level transfer implies an environment exchange and a transmission by different network
devices.

Obviously, the communication channel has a specific protocol involved. And, the
utility of the information contained in the message is givenby the user (For example, the
user can select the data source and the interpretation of theresults to use the information
contained in the data).

7
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Figure 2.1:Some Grid Computing Communication Elements

Often, the communication process is not stable. The transfer time is not constant
during communication, it changes in accordance with several situations, as interruptions,
interferences, availability of resources, pre-processing or post-processing delay among
other situations.

This situation should be interpreted as a communication process that occurs more or
less efficiently with the characteristics of the environment used. The efficiency can be
described in terms of speed, throughput, deliverance or coverage.

The communication technology implemented in the Grid computing infrastructure
affects the performance of the communication process. Capacity, availability, security,
speed are determined by the technical characteristics of channels, links, protocols, codes,
etc.

In summary, in Grid computing data transfers exist characteristics that add complex-
ity. For example, the transmission channels can be heterogeneous. Others characteristics
should be that the data transfer can be simultaneous, parallel, and moreover, that the data
are in various formats or sizes.

2.1.1 Technological Trends on Grid Computing Communication

Grid Computing technologies support the sharing and coordinated use of various re-
sources in distributed geographic organizations[14] [42]. These organizations are dy-
namic and they are known asVirtual Organizations (VOs).
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The shared resources of the Virtual Organizations implies technology developments.
Technology is integrated on systems and the work of technology systems, needs a descrip-
tion of their characteristics to maximize its use. Thus, thesystem technology is described
to define the function and purpose of the system. Actually, interms of services, special-
ized communities uses the Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) [45] [115] [44] to
define and describe Grid Services and Grid Computing Architectures.

Generally, in Grid computing, the descriptions are made following the proposition for
distributed systems1 and web services. Then, well known descriptions, such as thelayered
Grid Architecture model presented in [42] present the various components grouped in
layers interrelated.

These points are treated here for two reasons: first, becausethe data transfer implies a
relation between the different layers of the Grid Computing systems (resources, network,
applications), and second, because the data transfer characteristics are associated with
network-architecture characteristics.

In network technology terms, since the introduction of the optical transmission, the
relation cost-performance is very important[134]. The capacity of the backbone trans-
mission systems are enormous and these technological capacities have been used totally,
because a tendency of the applications that runs in distributed computer systems, is the
use of all available resources. The same tendency exists in Grid Computing.

Figure 2.2 presents the evolution of the transmission network. In this figure is possible
to see the trend of the backbone capacity and their growth among the years.

1Also, this description may be more complex if the componentsof the distributed system are parallel
systems.
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Figure 2.2:Evolution of Transmission Networks

In the Figure 2.2, the black line represents the trend of the backbone capacity growth.
There are four main dots for 560Mbit/s, 1.7Gbit/s, 2.4 Gbit/s and 10Gbit/s transmission
capacities implemented. Each capacity corresponds to a stage in cabling development,
represented in the Figure 2.2 by the arrow.

The arrow shows connection wires since 80s, as coaxial type wire (Coaxial, IBM Type
1 and Thin Coaxial), coming to UTP (90’s) and finally, actual type wires like Category 5
and Category 6 wires.

An important aspect observed in the Figure 2.2 is the evolution of the use of pro-
prietary networks to standards definitions. For example thecollection of IEEE 802.3
standards [72] [73] [74] defines specification for LAN and WANinterconnections, that
are clearly exploited in Grid computing.

10
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Figure 2.2 also presents the evolution of physical connection technologies. Of course,
these structured cabling systems allows the physical communication between nodes and
network devices (hubs, switches, routers), and links distributed sites, a principle of the
Grid computing interaction. So, technologies that have evolved in the time such as
10Base-T 100Base-T, 1000Base-T and 10GBase-T, and implementations of structured
cabling systems as 568A and 568B [138] are used in Grid computing infrastructures.

Nowadays, the transmission technology implemented in Gridcomputing infrastruc-
tures research to give an excellent performance in relationwith high speed connections,
high bandwidth capacity and cost. These characteristics are the same for High Perfor-
mance Computing platforms. Observing the statistics of interconnection systems used
in HPC infrastructures, from the Top 500 site [140], it is possibleto identify themost
popular interconnection systems.

Often, the Grid computing infrastructures are a merge of theinterconnection of dis-
tributed HPC platforms. Projects such as EU-EGEE [34], Grid5000 [55], TeraGrid [139]
between others, use different technology. This diversity in technology is also observ-
able in the case a specific Grid Computing platform interacts with other platforms with a
lower network performance (I. e. Relation between European EGEE infrastructures and
EELA [35] networks or French Grid 5000 Infrastructure and Brazil-Porto Alegre cluster
platforms).

Independently of the technology in use, the communication is possible with the use of
a defined protocol. Naturally, protocols have common properties . And in the same way,
the protocol is sensitive to the characteristics of the communication.

Other different networking issues have been proposed for Grid Computing Infrastruc-
tures. Network topology, for example, depends of the distribution of the local platforms,
that in effect corresponds to community members of the VOs. Adescription about this
topic is presented by the Grid High Performance Networking Group of the Open Grid
Forum [126], focused in the relationships between networking infrastructure and Grid
Computing applications.

Clearly, communication trends for Grid computing infrastructures follow the same
directions proposed for communications in distributed andlarge scale systems. Imple-
mentations and protocols in this direction, are located in specific layers to particular re-
quirements or specific architectures. The interactions of the applications with the network
infrastructure of the Grid computing system, are supportedby protocols. And their per-
formance is affected by the effectiveness of the relation between the protocols and the
applications.

11
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2.1.2 Technological Trends on Grid Computing Storage

Computer applications use, produce and transfer information. Information is digi-
tal data. Data storage in computer systems refers to computer components, elements,
devices, and recording media that retain digital data used for computing, for limited or
unlimited intervals of time. Obviously, the information must befoundandrecovered.

If we observe only the case of transfer, when the data transfer is delimited in the time
that an application runs, even though the large capacity of components, elements, devices
and recording media, the storage capacity is restricted to the virtual space size during the
execution. Then, when a process is executing, the information quantity that is stored in
the virtual address space is limited by the virtual space size. Clearly, this implies that the
information must be stored after the process’s end.

Moreover, in our context, some process can access simultaneously data, in accordance
with their utility. To address these situation, the information stored in the components,
elements, devices and recording media are saved in file systems [136] [137].

On the other hand, computer systems use different storage types. These storage types
are organized in a storage hierarchy around the CPU, as a trade-off between performance
and cost (it is to say the cost per bit). And the selected organization type affects the time
that the data are accessed.

In Grid Computing systems, the storage can be described as a common file tree, shared
by all machines. The access must occur with a minimal delay, also storage must support
heterogeneity, aggregation of the unused storage space andcoherence [143].

Evidently, the placement of data onto storage systems has a significant impact on the
performance of scientific computations and on the reliability and availability of data sets
[25]. This affirmation concerns storage systems in Grid Computing platforms also. As
a consequence, the performance of the data transfer is sensitive to the data placement
too. Data access depends to the characteristics of the file systems implemented [103] [53]
in the Grid computing infrastructure. Then, it is necessaryto propose data management
mechanisms, integrate these mechanisms with the communication protocols and clearly,
know data management behavior in order to predict their efficiency.

Different parallel file systems are implemented in Grid computing infrastructures. For
example, Lustre [101], PVFS [120], NFSp [111], NFSg [143], dNFSp [82] between many
others. In the same manner, mechanisms for data management [86], such as the schedulers
[91], are proposed for the specialized community.

In all cases, each one of the file systems or data management mechanisms imple-
mented in the Grid computing infrastructure affects the performance of the data transfer
process. Then, it is necessary to quantify the impact of the file system in the data transfer
process.

12
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2.1.3 Impact

Technological opportunities in computing are exploited toimplement efficient mech-
anisms in data management. In the case of the our problem, data transfer in HPC and
Grid Computing implies a knowledge of the architectural features, obviously, related with
communication, networking and storage.

The evolution of the computer systems needs different levels of abstraction and, as is
explained in this part, the conception and description of these systems correspond in the
same sense to technological trends. For example, clearly itis possible to see the similar
features between the TCP model and the Layered Model proposedby OGSA.

On the other hand, as mentioned before, consumption and production of data involve
data transfer and data storage. In consequence, it is very important to guarantee efficient
data access. Different developments are proposed for architectural researchers, data man-
agement specialists and communication researchers with the objective to provide an effi-
cient data access. These technological trends are implemented in HPC and Grid comput-
ing and shows how the different propositions to distributedsystems or computer network
has been use to made proposals in HPC and Grid Computing and identify each one of the
possible architectures. For example, differences betweenClusters and Grid Computing
infrastructures from the interconnection point of view.

Computer applications each time are more complex and the volumes of information
increase dramatically. And, the same evolution of HPC systems and their integration
into more complex infrastructures, such as Grid computing platforms implies technology
opportunities and scientific and industrial advances. Nonetheless, each new advance sug-
gests a new use and the complexity (at same time that opportunities) grows. For example,
due to these technological opportunities and latest needs,Grid computing environments
should interact with others. Nowadays, they are projected to guarantee an interaction with
another entities contained in Cloud Computing environments [62].

2.2 Modeling Data Transfer in HPC and Grid Comput-
ing

Computing intensive applications running on HPC platforms or Grid Computing in-
frastructures, rely on parallel algorithms expressed in a formal manner using models of
parallel architectures. Algorithms are translated in a program language associated with a
runtime commonly based on OGSA or Web Service Oriented-Architecture [13].

For example, many algorithms are used to treat scheduling problems. Several schedul-
ing algorithms contain implementations of distributed data transfer models. Then, to treat
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the scheduling problem, it exists specifications of the elements that affect the Grid com-
puting scheduling. These specifications can be grouped in three categories, observing the
close relationship between scheduling and communication.

First, the specification of the application goal, normally is described as computational
tasks and data sets, as a general model. Second, the specification of the resources and their
interconnection in a platform model as a network model. And third, the specification of
the behavior in terms of predictability or cost, as a performance model.

For example, an application performs a computation for a specific problem in science.
It requires the identification of the inputs and outputs to determinate the type of data
that it uses. Between the input and output, it exists some compute processes related
with tasks and compute jobs. This general abstraction of inputs, processes and outputs
should describe a general model. In the same way, applications run on a determined
infrastructure and use resources. In the case of a parallel or distributed application, it runs
amongelementsinterconnected between them, so, the specification of resources and how
this interconnection is due is a network model. Finally to estimate their behavior and the
cost of the resources use, it is necessary to describe the processes as function of the use,
capacity and availability of the resources in the platform,as a performance model.

An interesting work about network modeling issues for Grid Computing applications
scheduling [23] presents a extended description about these assumptions.

On the other hand, exists the problem of therepresentation2 of distributed data, data
transfer and data access of the process. Also taking in account the effect in the implemen-
tation of the models in algorithms. This subject is treated by specialists in languages for
parallel and distributed computation. Propositions in this domain help to build implemen-
tations to schedule communication in parallel and distributed applications [128].

In synthesis, the implementations of models to handle communication scheduling in
HPC and Grid Computing, are proposed following the application goals, the characteris-
tics of the available platform and searching a maximal performance.

Various models, originally proposed for clusters, are extended to Grid platforms. De-
terministic and non deterministic models appear and treat the problems with different
degrees of accuracy and complexity.

The discussion about the use of deterministic or non deterministic strategies to model-
ing communication is long but can be limited to performance evaluation needs. In fact, if
we make the hypothesis that the experiments and measures areperformed in a continuous
time, all the events have to be ”serialised”, not using randomness values.

Our main interest is to reduce the complexity with the use of theeasilyimplementable
models to performance evaluation requirements. Evidently, deterministic models make
no use of stochastic mechanisms and the number of variables are limited and sorted to

2Or modeling, as a formal statement of features.
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real measurable conditions.
For example, there are models asPRAM [41], BSP [144], SPM [78], LogP [28]

between others, that aim of implement many communication algorithms or performance
evaluation of communication on associated architectures with a deterministic way.

Some models have evolved in derived models to add new parameters to specify cases
of implementation or cases of observation. For example forPRAM exist derivate models
asXRAM [27], and in the case ofLogP many extensions exist that are treated with
special attention here.

2.2.1 PRAM Models

ThePRAM Model orParallel Random Access Machineeliminates the focus on mis-
cellaneous issues such as synchronization and communication to exploit mainly the con-
currency.

P1 P2 P3
Pn

SHARED MEMORY

Figure 2.3:PRAM Model

The Figure 2.3 shows a picture of the general PRAM model. Each processor execute
a step of the algorithm at the same time. There can be several restrictions on the pro-
cessor access to memory and depending on the restrictions onmemory access for data
contention.

Due to this data contention, there are different PRAM Models:

• Exclusive Read, Exclusive Write (EREW): At each time step of thealgorithm two
processors cannot access the same memory location.
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• Concurrent Read, Exclusive Write (CREW): At each time step of the algorithm two
processors cannot write to the same memory location but several processors can be
read from the same memory location.

• Concurrent Read, Concurrent Write (CRCW): At each time step of the algorithm,
several processors can read from and write to the same memorylocation.

Measures ofPRAM model are associated with the technique use to implement the
PRAM algorithm. For example, ifTp(n) denotes the time complexity of aPRAM
algorithm when it usesp processors, andW (n) the work complexity, then

Tp(n) ≤ T (n) +
W (n)

p
(2.1)

WhereT (n) is the time complexity of aPRAM algorithm with as many processors
as needed.

On the other hand, the work complexity is

W (n) =

T (n)∑

i=1

Pi (2.2)

WherePi is the number of processors working in thei − th iteration.
This basic information offered byPRAM is not sufficient to analyze data transfer

directly, same for homogeneous systems. In other side,PRAM uses ignore important
performance bottlenecks in modern parallel machines, because it assumes a single shared
memory in which each processor can access any memory cell in unit time. Indeed, this
point of view does not allows its implementation to Grid computing analysis.

The PRAM Model is synchronous, and there are simultaneous access by multiple
processors to the same location in shared memory. Obviously, AsynchronousPRAM [6]
differs of thePRAM model, because the process runs asynchronously, then thereis an
explicit charge for synchronization and in consequence, there is a non-unit time cost to
access the shared memory.

Other extensions of thePRAM model has been proposed to treat characteristics such
as memory contention and latency. In the case of memory contention many works propose
a division of the memory into modules, each of which can process one access request at
a time [83] [106]. In the latency case delay models, the delays between the time of
production of the information by a processor and their use byanother is measured as a
communication latency [1] [118].
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A tuned version ofXRAM model [46] allows to treat communication problems, as
data-movement intensive problems [2]. Extensions of thesePRAM Models address com-
munication problems, and they has been developed for specific cases. Some of these mod-
els are applied to scheduling programs with communication delays. An interesting work
about it is possible to see in detail in [7].

Other different extensions are proposed to specific uses, specific architectures and
specific implementations. But each extension is target to a specific architecture and does
not allow a general approach. Studies about their efficiency, adaptability and implementa-
tions are made by different authors [50] [66] [92], they are not presented in this document,
because is out of the scope of this thesis.

2.2.2 BSP Models

The Bulk-Synchronous Parallel modelBSP [144] model suggests a parallel computer
that consists into a set of processors with local memory, an interconnection mechanism
that allows point-to-point communication, and a mechanismfor barrier-style synchroniza-
tions.

TheBSP model appears like an unified model candidate for parallel computing. The
BSP properties allows an easy implementation and this is one of the most popular mod-
els.

TheBSP properties allow are easy design and write of parallel codes. Also, it should
be close enough to physical reality that computer architecture can be designed in terms
of efficient hardware. Finally, it should be mathematicallytractable to aid in analysis of
algorithms.

In mathematical terms, theBSP model is described with three elements: proces-
sor/memory modules, an interconnection network and a synchronizer, as shown in Figure
2.4.
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Figure 2.4:BSP Model Architecture

On the other hand, Figure 2.5 shows the model of execution forBSP . The green box
represents the local computing on each processor, after a beginning of thesuper-step i. A
super− step is a sophisticated mathematical artifice to make a sequential composition of
local computation and communication, limited by a barrier.

Figure 2.5:BSP Model of Execution

In the Figure 2.5, the blue arrows represents the global (collective) communication
between processors, and the Global synchronization is the large red barrier. This global
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synchronization is the exchanged of data available for the next super-step.
The nomenclature ofBSP as is shown in the Figures 2.4 and 2.5, presentsp as the

number of processors,L represents the global synchronization,g is the phase of commu-
nication (1 word at most sent of received by each processor).Then, the cost of a super-step
i should be considered as

Cost(i) = (max0≤x=pW
x
i ) + hi ∗ g + L (2.3)

Where p is the number of processors,hi represents the communication delays andw
the compute time. In general, this expression 2.3 says that the general cost of the program
is the addition of the each super-step cost.

In terms of communication,BSP considers that the communication is massive. This
consideration makes possible to bound the time to deliver a whole set of data by consid-
ering all the communication actions of a super-step as a unit. However if the maximum
number of incoming or outgoing messages per processors ish, then such a communica-
tion pattern is called anh − relation [144].

About theg parameter inBSP , this parameter measures the permeability of the net-
work to continuous traffic addressed to uniformly random destinations. This situation is
defined such that it takes timehg to deliver anh − relation.

At this point, it is important to say thatBSP does not distinguish between sending
1 message of sizem or m messages of size1, then the general cost should be estimated
with the simple relationm ∗ g ∗ h.

UsingPRAM model to describeBSP model, this may be considered a general case
of PRAM [80], because if theBSP architecture has a small value of the total number
of local operations performed by all processors in one second over the total number of
words delivered by the communications network in one second, then it can be regarded as
PRAM .

Different implementations and studies have been developedby theBSP community
[19], studies as synchronization in parallel algorithms [52], communications in applica-
tions [51], specific architectures [69] between others.

The specific mathematical structures proposed forBSP complicates sometimes the
implementations. Another disadvantage is that in general for BSP , the data locality is
good but the description of the network locality is bad, sometimes confusing.

2.2.3 LogP Model

In the same way thatBSP , LogP [28] [29] is proposed to describe a machine-
independent model for parallel computing, simple, for parallel machines interconnected
by networks with limited bandwidth and significant latency.
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The model is based on four parameters that represents the computing bandwidth, the
communication bandwidth, the communication delay and the efficiency of coupling com-
munication and computation. These parameters areL for latency,o for overhead time,g
for gap between transfers andP for number of processors.

The general assumption of theLogP [28] model proposes a transfer between two
processors. When we send a consecutive set of messages between pairs of processors,
it is possible to estimate the transfer time as a function of the time that takes the sender
processor to send the message (Os), the time of reception of the receiver processor (Or),
the time that the message takes in the channel (L) and the space of time between the
consecutive messages (known as gapg).

Po

P1

m1 m2

Os Os

Or Or

L L

g

T(m1) T(m2)

Figure 2.6:LogP Basic Transfer

Figure 2.6 shows the simple assumption ofLogP [28] for the transfer of two con-
secutive messages,m1 andm2 of small size, between two processorsP0 andP1. The
messages take a time to leave completely the sender processor (P0). This time is known
asoverhead send timeOs.

In the same way, the messages take a time to be received completely by the receive
processor (P1). This time of reception is known asoverhead received timeOr. In the
same Figure 2.6 the communication latency is identifiable asL. Finally, the space of time
between two messages consecutive is known as thegapby messageg.
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Then, in terms ofLogP model, an expression of time transfer is proposed, in the most
simple case of transfer of a messagem between two processorsp:

T (m) < os(m) + or(m) + L(m) + g(m) (2.4)

Clearly, The first part of the expression is the general expression of transfer time
T (m) = os(m) + or(m) + L(m) for one message that can be reduced inT (m) =
2O + L(m), whereO involves both sending and reception time. The addition ofg(m)
corresponds to a transfer in continuous time proposed byLogP .

The objective to use these parameters proposed inLogP model is the possibility to
capture experimental values easily to describe the transfer behavior in terms of capacity,
use and availability. This availability is clearly identified in the measures presented in this
work.

However, the problem withLogP is that it is proposed for describing transfers of small
messages mainly3. To treat large message transfers, we consider theLogGP model.

2.2.4 LogGP Model

The possibilities of theLogP framework are explored by several extensions. A first
interesting extension isLogGP [3] model that proposes the incorporation of large mes-
sages in theLogP model. This incorporation allows to treat massive point to point com-
munications and it should be addressed to different architectures.

Different algorithms for some uses has been developed usingtheLogGP extension,
mainly in message passing applications [70] [133]. TheLogGP model adds the parameter
G, that is the gap by byte for a large message. This parameter allows to treat the bandwidth
in the transfer of large messages.

Introducing a new hypothesis for the transfer of consecutive large messages in the
same platform, the behavior of the communication process may be observed with the
same methodology than forshort messages. However, it is necessary to discuss two
aspects: the underlying packet size of the platform and the definition of largemessage.

The underlying packet size,w, of the platform is the largest amount of data trans-
ferable in one segment of bytes by the platform. It exists different ways to estimate this
capacity, for example, considering the communication protocol window scale of data (as
the TCP window scale) or considering the maximum segment sizeof the buffer in a node
(i. e. in a machine or network device).

Knowing the underlying packet size,w, it is possible to estimate if a messagem
transferred islargeor short in relation with the transfer capacity of the platform.

3In fact, the description initial ofLogP proposed by Culler et al [28] for the existing technology and
type of transfers at that time, take into account only low bandwidth transfer.
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A messagem is short if the quantity of bites contained is equal or lower than the
underlying packet size. Hence, am message islargewhen the quantity of bytes contained
is greater than the underlying packer size. In consequence,the messagem will be cut in
k packets to be transferred. Obviously, the number ofk packets may be estimated with
[m
w

].
In our case, we suppose that if the messagem is muchlarger than the packet sizew,

it is to saym >> w4, then, the use ofLogP model is not sufficient because it exists a
time related with the transfer of eachk − packet.

Taking the same transfer of two messages presented in the Figure 2.6 but this time,
two large consecutive messages are transferred, Figure 2.7 appears showing the commu-
nication process between processors with the assumptions of theLogGP model [3].

We can observe in the Figure 2.7 the transfer of two consecutive messagesm1 andm2

between the processorsP0 to P1. As the sizem is much larger thanw, the message is
divided intok packets. Each one of thek−packets is send to the receiving processor and
between them exists a space of time known asgap by byte for large messagesG.

Figure 2.7:LogGP Basic Transfer

Then, for a message transferredm, it is possible to present an expression of time
transfer for a large message in terms of theLogGP model:

T (m) = Os(m) + L(m) + (k − 1)G(m) + Or(m) (2.5)

Where,Os(m) andOr(m) are the overhead send time and overhead received time. In
opposition to the equation (2.4), the”little” g does not appear in this equation (2.5) since

4This assumption is useful for our definition of high bandwidth transfer that it is treated later in this
document.
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we assume the transfer of a single message is divided ink − packets.

TheLogGP model allows to solve some questions associated with our problematic.
However, in this proposition some aspects are not treated, such as the parallel massive
transfers among heterogeneous platforms (using heterogeneous networks), the capacity
and availability predictions, between others.

2.2.5 Parametrized Modeling ofLogP from Measures

The parameterizedLogP , pLogP Model [87] appears for a practical use to cover
measurement for messages of different sizes as slight extension of LogP andLogGP .
pLogP uses the same parameters ofLogP as a function of the message size (m). P is
the number of processors,L is the end-to-end latency (combining all contributing factors
such as copying data to and from network interfaces and the transfer over the physical
network),Os(m) is the send overhead,Or(m) is the receive overhead, andg(m) is the
gap.

ThepLogP model permits to propose a procedure to build measurement tools to know
the behavior of a data transmission in terms ofLogP andLogGP (eventually) parame-
ters. To understand the model, we consider necessary to present a detailed description as
follows.

The Figure 2.8 shows the message transmission as modeled bypLogP . The times
for sending and received a message of sizem when both sender and receiver simultane-
ously start their operation are introduced likes(m) andr(m) respectively. The time at
which the sender is ready to send the next message is denoted as s(m) = g(m)5. Every
time the network itself is the transmission bottleneck,Os(m) < g(m), and the sender
may continue computing afterOs(m) time. Because the message uses the network, and
obviously, the next message cannot be sent beforeg(m). However, for sufficiently long
messages, receiving may already start while the sender is still busy, soOs(m) andOr(m)
may overlap [87].

5Because it is supposed that the space between consecutive messages is almost equal to the time to send
the first message and to be ready to send a second message.
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Figure 2.8:pLogP Message Transmission

In the same Figure 2.8,r(m) = L+ g(m), is to say, the time at which the receiver has
received the message. LatencyL is the time that it takes for the first bit of a message to
travel from sender to receiver. The messagegap, in consequence, adds the time after the
first bit has been received until the last bit of the message has been received.

An important point of the use ofpLogP reported in Figure 2.8 is when the sender
transmit several messages in a row, the latency will contribute only once to the receiver
completion time but the gap values of all messages sum up, sor(m1,m2, ....mn) = L +
g(m1) + g(m2) + ... + g(mn).

ThepLogP model is a methodological proposition that provides mechanisms to cap-
ture the parameters of theLogP model (L, O, g andP ) using a fast measurement proce-
dure that is fundamentally aRound Trip Transfer(RTTn) presented in the Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9:pLogP Fast Measurement Procedure

As is described in [87], theRTTn consists inn messages sent in a row by measure,
and a single empty reply message that is sent-back by the mirror to sender. The procedure
starts withn = 10. The procedure starts with a small number of messages in a rowin
order to speed up the measurement. The number of messagesn is doubled until the gap
g(m) per message changes only by =ǫ = 1%. Clearly, the saturation is assumed to be
reached. The time measured for sending the so-far largest number of messages (without
reply) isn ∗ g(0).

With this, it is possible to ensure that if the number of messages are sufficiently large
then the round-trip time is dominated by bandwidth rather than latency.

The method takes advantage of the saturation to obtaing(0). The g(0) value is
used for deriving other values, thus for this reason it is measured first. For each size
m, two messageroundtripsare necessary frommeasureto mirror and back (generally,
RTT (m) = RTT1(m) is used). In the first roundtrip, measure sends anm − bytes mes-
sage and in turn receives azero − bytes message. The procedure measures the time for
just sending and for the complete roundtrip. The send time directly yieldsOs(m).
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In consequence, the latencyL is obtained with the Round-Trip Time (RTT) of an
empty message (sndcount = 0). Thus, the latency can be measured as

Latency =
RTT (0)

2
(2.6)

The same parameters ofLogP are assumed but with emphasis in the measures cap-
tured by the round-trip transfer (See Figure 2.6). For example, the latencyL that is the
end-to-end latency from process to process, combining all contributing factors such as
copying data to and from network interfaces and the transferover the physical network
in the platform. Then, following the procedure presented in[87], also the latency may be
calculated with:

Latency =
RTT (0) − 2g(0)

2
(2.7)

To calculate the values of the main parameters of the model, the latencyL and the gap
g(m) can be determined by solving the equations forRTT (0) andRTT (m) presented in
[87], then, for example, to estimateg(m) is necessary to resolve 2.8:

g(m) = RTT (m) − RTT (0) + g(0) (2.8)

WhereRTT (m) andRTT (0) are the first and second roundtrip time measure made
to zero − bytes andm − bytes messages, in accordance with the procedure described in
the Figure 2.96.

The second roundtrip, themeasureprocessor (orsenderprocessor) sends azero −

bytes message, waits for∆ > RTT (m) time and then receives am − bytes message.
Measuring the receive operation now yieldsOr(m), because after waiting∆ > RTT
time, the message frommirror is available at measure immediately, without further wait-
ing.

If we suppose that among the transmission, the reception mayalready starts while the
sender is still busy, thenOs andOr may overlap. In the same way thatL, g cover all
contributing factors.

To extend these assumptions to a transfer of a message sufficiently large,g(m) of
LogP is used to coverOs andOr, theng(m) ≥ Os andg(m) ≥ Or. More details about
this process are discussed in [87].

Table 2.1 shows the possible parameters measured bypLogP in terms ofLogP and
also in terms ofLogGP [87]. This table shows how thepLogP model includes the
originalsLogP andLogGP models. Obviously, the parameters presented in terms of

6Observing thatRTT (0) = 2 ∗ (L + g(0)). andRTT (m) = L + g(m) + L + g(0).
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LogGP are applied to the transfer oflarge messages. The authors ofpLogP determine
that with the use ofm = 1byte, it is possible to represents any other short message, and
in consequence the transfer in function ofLogP .

LogP/LogGP pLogP Parameters
L L + g(m) − (Os(m) + Or(m))

O Os(m)+Or(m)
2

g g(1)

G g(m)
m

, but only if m is sufficiently large
P P

Table 2.1:LogP andLogGP parameters in terms ofpLogP .

Then, a networkN involved in a transfer of a message of sizem may be characterized
by N = (L,Os, Or, g, G, P ), where the use ofg or G depends of the size of messagem.

The method has limitations that are explained in detail in [87]. However, they are
many interesting limitations. First, the procedure enforces that pipelines will always be
drained between individual message pairs, assuming that message headers carry on the
back of the another message. Then, the flow control information that reset senders to
their initial state after each message roundtrip. This assumption does not works for all
protocols but, is used by the authors because it works in TCP and Myrinet. In any case,
we have retain the method because our experiences are in TCP and similar protocols also.

Another limitation is the extreme symmetrical assumption of the network. This situa-
tion is not always true, for example, on wide area networks asGrid computing networks,
where the achievable bandwidth or the network latency may bedifferent, due to possible
asymmetric routing behavior or link speed. Furthermore if the machines used to measure
and mirror processes are different (like in hierarchical infrastructures, such as fast and a
slow local platforms on Grid computing infrastructures), then the overhead for sending
and receiving may depend on the direction in which the message is sent.

However, the methodological process given by thepLogP model is used by our ap-
proach. The abstraction of the data transfer proposed by themodel is simple and allows
to reduce the complexity of the process, same for the case of the parallel and massive
data transfer among wide area networks or on Grid computing environments but with a
reinterpretation of the parameterso, g andP .

In synthesis, thepLogP parameters associated with the network characteristics re-
mains but a derivation of them is necessary to explain other characteristics and behaviors.
For example, the utilisation or availability of the links that interconnect the processors
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or the overhead time when the transfer process implies an exchange between different
environments. These and other aspects are analyzed and treated by our proposition.

2.2.6 OtherLogP Extensions

Since 1993, when the original proposition was presented,LogP evolved in different
propositions that added specific parameters for specific needs. The framework supplies
by LogP , allows a simplistic modelling and address its use to specific behaviors and
architectures. TheLogP model in its original version has been interesting to analyze
problems such as the broadcasting and summation [84], scheduling [153], optimization
[5] [33] , implementations on specific architectures [32] [89], implementations on specific
networks [47] [94], message passing applications [68] and so on.

As LogGP or pLogP shown above, another extension inspired byLogP is theLoPC
model [40], it adds theC parameter to treat the contention cost for message in parallel
algorithms on a multiprocessor or network of workstations.Network contention is also
treated by an extension namedLoGPC [108], specifically in message-passing programs.

On other hand, to analyze synchronization costs, theLogGPS [75] model is proposed
more like an extension ofLogGP that LogP . In this model, a parameterS appears to
define the threshold for message length, above which synchronous message are sent.

HeterogeneousLogGP or HLogGP [17] merges like a proposition to take in ac-
count the heterogeneity in parallel platforms. In this model, the LogGP parameters are
organized in arrays: a latency matrix that corresponds to the latency between heteroge-
neous pairs, a gapg and overheado vectors that correspond to respective gap by bite and
overhead cost in message transfers, a GapG matrix that associate the transfer of large
messages between heterogeneous nodes, and theP processors vector that represents the
vector of computational power in the platform. The most interesting of this model is that
it does not add a new parameter but changes the treatment of theLogGP parameters.

Without adding other parameters, parametrizedLogP or pLogP [87] introduces a
methodology to fast measurement ofLogP andLogGP parameters to minimize intru-
siveness cost and completion time in measurement techniques. This methodology allows
to build monitors and benchmarking tools for performance evaluation goals. The method-
ology is presented in the section 2.2.5.

In addition with performance evaluation uses,lognP Model extension [22] appears to
provide analysis techniques to predict communication costin distributed systems.

Other interesting extensions ofLogP model involves hierarchical memory models, as
is the case of theLogP −HMM andLogP −UMH Models [95]. These models allows
to capture network communication costs and the effects of multilevel memory, such as
local cache and I/O.
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Finally, models likeLogGP [3] andLogGPC [108] considers others factors, associ-
ated with the saturation of the network and the contention. Also, models likeLogGPS
[75] or HLogGP [17] considers factors like the synchronization in message-passing pro-
grams (collective-communications) and the heterogeneityin clusters respectively.

Each derivation of theLogP model adds a new parameter in behalf to explain a spe-
cific behavior. But, eachspecificmodel excludes the parameters of the other ones.

2.2.7 Other Models

Different approaches exist to model data transfer or communication process in parallel
and distributed platforms. The degree of complexity and their accuracy are engaged in
each implementation of the model, in behalf of the user needs.

In the last sections are presented the most interesting models in accordance with our
needs, related with the contribution of this work. However,it is important to mention
other models that have different approach.

One of the first model proposed to communication modeling is theHockney model
[67]. This model uses only the latency and the bandwidth to calculate the communication
time in function of the message size. It is a very simple modeland normally used to
describe simple communications.

ThePostal Model [8] [9] is other basic model that aims to get mechanismsto build
broadcasting algorithms in networks with specific properties.

Other models are the specific models forMPI collective communications. These
models uses mechanisms proposed by models asLogP , BSP or PRAM and search
tuning algorithms to broadcast collective communication algorithms [15] [104] [142].

Several sophisticated models appears to analyze other characteristics, as fault toler-
ance, bandwidth sharing and bandwidth loss, packet-delay,between others. These models
uses techniques such as stochastic methods, game theory approaches, quantum computing
and so on.

The degree of complexity grows with these models and their implementation or use in
practical solutions is really difficult or only limited to simulation environments or specific-
restricted behaviors. For this reason, these models are notconsidered into our proposal.

2.3 Discussion

The description of the data transfer process (like any phenomena described in scien-
tific terms) requires the development of abstractions to model their behavior. The abstrac-
tions are formalized in mathematical models that allow the formal description not only of
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the architectural characteristics, also the implementation of algorithms to communication
protocols, transfer strategies in applications and the interaction application-infrastructure.

Each one of the presented models has specific characteristics and they are proposed to
describe and predict behaviors in particular conditions and architectures. These architec-
tures have technological characteristics and they have an impact in the applications that
run on its and that transferring data. So, observing the technological trends in the platform
and in accord with our objectives, the models have been compared to find the best suited
to massive high bandwidth data transfers.

Comparing the general proposition ofLogP with BSP , LogP is similar thatBSP .
The main difference is thatBSP does not use the overheads and adds barriers in the
communication process7.

A comparison betweenLogP , PRAM andBSP in terms of accuracy, shows that
the accuracy ofBSP in comparison withLogP andPRAM is similar8. The discussion
between them is about the implementation of the models, sometimes complex.

For example,BSP model demands the use of sophisticated mathematical mecha-
nisms, as is the case of thesupersteps. On the other hand, practical aspects like locality,
shows that this inBSP is critical.

Table 2.2 presents a comparison between some of the model presents in this part of the
thesis document. The models arePRAM , BSP , LogP , LogGP and in a general manner
stochastic models. The target characteristics are the accuracy, complexity,cost (this cost
represents the add values of the model in their implementation) and the main feature.

Model/Characteristics Accuracy Complexity Cost Feature
PRAM Medium Medium Low Homogeneous Architecture

BSP High Medium High Demands sophisticated maths
LogP Medium Low Low Only for short messages

LogGP Medium Low Low Suited for large messages
Stochastic Models High High High Implementation is complex

Table 2.2: Comparison between Models

In the Table 2.2; a high accuracy represents a best approach in the description of the
behavior treated by the model. The accuracy of several models are determined by the
characteristics to observe, in this case, related with our problematic.

7It is possible to see different formal comparison proposed by some authors that have published results
about [16] [122] [121] [147].

8Sometimes, inBSP the degree of accuracy can be lower when it does not do low level processing [16]
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A low complexity for us, represents a better possibility to implement the model into a
technique (in addition with a measure tool). Normally, the low complexity is related with
a low cost.

2.4 Conclusion

Observing the comparison between models presented in the Table 2.2, in accordance
with our objectives, we find thatLogP andLogGP are more interesting than the others.
In the case of theLogP model, their approach is interesting for us, because the parameters
offers a specific description of network and communication characteristics simple. Theses
possible descriptions should be treated to analyze behavior and performance easily, in
consequence, the use of the model allows to build performance evaluation tools. Indeed,
we have selected the specific extension for our study that considers large message transfer
that subsumes theLogP andLogGP models: thepLogP model.

The parameters ofLogP andLogGP models included inpLogP model capture the
relevant aspects of massive and parallel data transfer thatcan be used in distributed archi-
tectures. The latencyL, gapsg andG, overheadsOs andOr provide information about
the behavior of the system during the data transfer process,in terms of availability, capac-
ity and use, in function of the number of processorsP involved. Using these parameters
associated with network entities we can estimated the bandwidth in the shared resources
and analyze different factors, such as the data transfer cost for example.

Of course, other models provide parameters associated to network characteristics also,
but in some cases, the number of parameters is expensive, then, the implementation of the
model begins very complex, and for performance evaluation needs, adds several cost such
as intrusiveness cost. A comparison about this is presentedin the Table 2.2.

Nevertheless, modeling process remains difficult, despitethe use of parameters to
build ”parameterized models”. They allow simplify the modeling. Parameters can be
assigned to specific characteristics and provides an easy identification of their values. In
the case of the transfer of great volumes of data in parallel,parameterized models provide
mechanisms to measure performance for the set of the resources implied in the transfer.
Moreover, for distributed systems parameters should be associated to one isolate resource.
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3. Modeling and Measuring Parallel
and Massive Data Transfer withpLogP

Modeling is important to implement performance evaluationtechniques. Actually,
these techniques can be gathered in systematic approaches that defines many techniques
and methodologies to specific observations and standards [77] [90] [96] [130]. In any
case, these techniques starts from theoretical bases.

We have presented the theoretical assumptions of theLogP model and their exten-
sions to describe data transfer. The utility of theLogP model family is the possibility
to identify and capture the relevant aspects of message transfer in parallel and distributed
architectures. For each new aspect to observe, authors use more or lessLogP parameters.

As is shown before, theLogGP model adds a parameterG for modeling the gap per
byte for long messages. This parameter, as the othersL, g ando depend on the message
sizem. In the same sense, for practical uses, we have described theparameterizedLogP
or pLogP model in the section 2.2.5, that provides mechanisms to fastmeasurement of
theLogP parameters.

In this chapter, we presents the practical possibilities ofpLogP Model. It allows in
principle, the measurement of data transfers inside clusters or between multiple clusters
connected via wide-area networks, such as the case of a Grid computing infrastructure.
The early results presented here shows the methodological utility of the pLogP proposal
but also the limitations in the case of the massive and parallel data transfer on Grid com-
puting infrastructures.

3.1 Measurement Methodology

Experimentation implies a measurement methodology that has a close relation with
the platform testbed. Measurement methodology is proposedin agreement with the
propositions ofpLogP methodology, and the used techniques aims to measure the specific
characteristics involved in bothLogP andLogGP models.
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Characteristics of Cluster and Grid Computing infrastructures are different. Each ex-
perience or observation needs to be attributed with timing information and an historic
description of the environment, indicating when and in which conditions a certain obser-
vation has been made.

The measurement efficiency provided by thepLogP model, reduces the cost of mea-
surement due to intrusiveness and the technique should be implemented easily in runtime
tests. On the other hand,pLogP methodology can be implemented on real systems,
because it takes in account the changes in the network behavior during the application
runtime.

3.1.1 Tests Description

The fundamentalpLogP test consists in simultaneous transfer of fixed messages of
m bytes between a given number of processorsp. The fixed messages are transferred
with the use of a benchmark tool and a simple application to send/receive messages. The
objective of this basic test is to capture the parameters ofpLogP during a parallel data
transfer among a limited number of processors.

The test is made using a main benchmark tool. The used benchmark tool is a mod-
ification of theLogP MPI Benchmark Multitest Tool[10] [11] [87], that is part of the
MagPIE suite [88] [87] proposed for the Albatross Project [6] in Netherlands. The orig-
inal modification has been proposed by Luiz Angelo Barchet-Steffanel in the context of
LaPIe project [10].

The modification made toLogP MPI Benchmark Multitest Tool, aims to permit the
parallel and massive send and reception of the messages between different platforms. The
working principle is the same than the original benchmark tool. We send simultaneous
messages of sizem among the links between two different nodes. Each node represents an
end component only1. Each one of the messages uses a link to be transferred. Evidently,
the test measurements corresponds to theLogP parameters in the same sense that the
original tool: overhead times (reception and send), latency and gap in the runtime.

Each link is filled with a large size messagem and, since it is a parallel transfer of
data, the total amount of transferred bytesM in the test is expressed:

M = m ∗
p

2
(3.1)

Wherep is the number of processors involved in the transfer, alwaysbetween pairs.
In tests, the size of the messagesm transferred betweenp processors is increased, from

1For our beings, this node is mainly a set of processor-memory-network card. Actually, the nodes has
multiple cores (multiple processors) but for our tests, only one core by node is selected.
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1MB to 250MB. Also, the number of pairs of processors involved is increased. In
consequence, the total quantity of transferred bytes growths and the network is quickly
saturated.

For example, following the equation 3.1, if a message transfer ofm = 50MB among
p = 10 processors occurs, the total quantity of bytes transferredwill be M = 250MB.

Of course, the relation between pairs of processors and links between them suggest an
other analysis. This aspect will discussed later.

The tests are repeated several times to capture sufficient values of gap (g(m)), over-
head times (Os(m), Or(m)) and latency (L(m)).

For example, a simple example of a line script to show the execution of theLogP MPI
Benchmark Multitest Toolwith the last characteristics (m = 50MB andp = 10) is:

mpirun -np 10 -machinefile maqsgrid logp_multitest -min-size 5242880 -max-size 5242880 -o OutputFile

The first part of the script calls the execution of the codelogp_multitest in-
voking thempirun environment for10 processors. Each processor corresponds to a
machine/node and are recorded in themaqsgrid file. The second part defines de size of
the message and the output file.

An output file is produced for each pair of processors, for example, for the last script,
a typical output is:

# LogP network performance data: logp_test.Send.Recv.8.9
# Latency = 64.50
# time bytes os os_min os_cnfint or or_min or_cnfint g
1158932612 0 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0002319
1158932613 52428800 16.1575521 16.1328125 0.0858335 14.6132812 14.5976562 0.0513423 16.2431790

In the output example, we can see that there are three commentlines. The first com-
mented line presents the performance type of measure, in this case for the execution of
the codelogp multitest, between the nodes 8 and 9. Second commented line presents
the latency measure at moment at moment of tests. The last commented line describe the
measures taken. In the case of the column the first column shows the time in the clock
system during the test. The second column shows the quantityof bytes transferred by row
(here50MB are52428800. The next columns present the values ofOs, Or andg. Ob-
serving the results, the first measures results are the measures for the first transfer (m = 0)
and the second measures line provides the measures for the second transfer (m = 50MB
in this case). The values represented asos min andor min are the minimal values for
os andor respectively. The values with the extensioncnfint indicate the confidence
interval difference (by default the confidence interval is≈ 90%)

The test protocol can be summarized as follows:
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• Objective: Capture of the transfer parameters (Latency, gap, overhead times) as-
sociated with network characteristics (Bandwidth, Transfer Cost), to measure the
performance and observe the behavior of a massive data transfer, to describe and
predict performance of this type of transfer..

• Used Method: Execution of a benchmark tool to make a massivedata transfer be-
tween selected pairs of a specific platform testbed. The platform is not isolated and
it is in a normal activity. Various sizes of messages are transferred among various
nodes on the platform. In fact, the tests are classified in accordance with the size of
message transferred among a link.

• Analysis: The different measures are analyzed to observe the capacity and use of the
resources and make a relation with the network characteristics and the data transfer
behavior.

This test protocol is used to obtain the early results presented above and the other
results presented later in this document.

3.1.2 Platform Description

Almost all tests were done on the Grid5000 [55] infrastructure, the French experimen-
tal grid platform for research in large-scale architectures, high performance computing
and grid computing.

The platform involves 9 sites geographically distributed in France and some interac-
tion with international projects, as the Das-3 infrastructure in Netherlands [30], Naregi
Project in Japan [110] and the UFRGS supercomputing infrastructure in Porto Alegre,
Brazil [26].

The Grid’5000 platform is highly reconfigurable,controlableandmonitorable. Which
permits to design, develop and follow different experiences in different conditions.

The experiments made on Grid’5000 involve software layers between the network
protocols up to the applications.

Figure 3.1 shows the infrastructure and network characteristics of Grid 5000 including
two of the international interconnections: the connectionwith the NAREGI project and
the DAS-3 infrastructure.
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Figure 3.1:Infrastructure and Network Characteristics of Grid 5000 with External Sites

In the Figure 3.1, the clouds represents the Point of Presence (POPs). The huge black
lines represents the dark fiber connection and the non continuous lines are the Multi pro-
tocol Label Switching (MPLS) connections. Blue lines are the1 Gb/s links between some
POPs and local platforms as is the case of Grenoble and the external link to Japan. Yel-
low lines are 2 Gb/s links and red lines are the 10 Gb/s links. Trunk links, that usually
interconnect switches are represented with green lines.

Also, Figure 3.1 shows internal characteristics of the local platforms. The blue pies
represents the routers inter site. Each site has at least onecluster with a high performance
configuration. For example, Figure 3.1 shows the different clusters that can be in one
place.

Clusters are represented in the Figure 3.1 with gray array boxes (or racks) and servers
by long gray boxes. Switches are represented by simple blue boxes in the case of inter-
cluster switches and composed blue boxes in the cases of Myrinet or Infiniband switches.

Grid’5000 backbone network infrastructure is provided byRENATER[124], the French
National Telecommunication Network for Technology, Education and Research.
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Figure 3.2:Network Backbone of Grid 5000

The RENATER network offers about 30 Points of Presence (POPs)in France, at least
one POP for each region on, which metropolitan and regional networks are connected
on. More than 600 sites (Universities, Research Centers, government entities, etc.) are
interconnected through this network. Between these more 600sites are the sites that
are involved in Grid 5000 infrastructure. Figure 3.2 shows the Backbone of Grid 5000
provides for RENATER.

Thestandardarchitecture is based on 2,5 Gbit/s leased lines and provides IP transit
connectivity, interconnection with GEANT-22, overseas territories and the SFINX (Global
Internet exchange), as shown in the Figure 3.2.

2http://www.geant2.net/
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Nowadays, Renater network is in a phase named RENATER-4. RENATER-4 intro-
duces a dark fibre infrastructure allowing to allocate dedicated 10 Gbit/s ”lambdas” for
specific research projects. It also provides interconnection with GEANT-2 and it greatly
increases the capacity compared with the standard network.The Grid’5000 sites will see
each others inside this VLAN (10Gbit/s).

Inside every Grid’5000 site has a specific network hardware and configuration for
each local platform. Normally, they are different and may becontain high speed network
technologies, such as Myrinet and Infiniband network infrastructures.

Grid 5000 is a heterogeneous platform. However it exist identical configurations in the
local platforms. For example, the GDX cluster nodes are 186 IBM eServer 326m machine
nodes with 2x AMD Opteron 246 (2GHz, x86-64) processors and amemory ram of 2GB
DDR RAM for node is used. Each GDX node has a storage capacity of80GB SATA Hard
Disk and a Gigabit Ethernet network interface.

In the case of Grillon cluster nodes are 186 IBM eServer 326m machine nodes with 2x
AMD Opteron 246 (2GHz, x86-64) processors and a memory ram of2GB DDR RAM for
node is used. Each node has a storage capacity of 80GB SATA Hard Disk and a Gigabit
Ethernet network interface. All infrastructures characteristics can be consulted in the Grid
5000 project site [55].

As is says before, the set of nodes of each cluster during the tests are booked but not
isolated at the moment of the experiments.

3.2 Early Results

First observations with the methodology described, show the utility of the pLogP
proposed as a technique to fast measurement in data transfer. These observations were
done by specific tests explained before and their outcomes are of the tests realised by us.

The results presented here, correspond to different experiments transferring messages
of m size between1KB to 50MB. In other words, the quantity of bytes transferred
corresponds to transfers of message ofsmallsizes tolargesizes.

On another hand, the number of processors is increase in pairs, from2 to 100 proces-
sors. Processors are in two clusters of the Grid’5000 platform. These two clusters are in
the Grenoble site: IDPOT and I-Cluster 2.

IDPOT 3 is an experimental Beowulf cluster, with 48 nodes Bi-Xeon Dell1600SC 2.5
GHz processors, 1.5 Gb. RAM ECC and a Gigabit network (Fast Ethernet).

I-Cluster 24 platform contains Itanium-2 technology. This cluster is made of 104

3At moment of this writing process, IDPOT not is available to tests.
4At moment of this writing process, I-Cluster 2 is dismantle to build a more powerful cluster: Genepi.
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nodes Itanium-2 with 64 bits, 900 MHz and 3.0 Gb of RAM, a Myrinet and a Fast Ethernet
network. The system provides a total of 208 processors and 312 Gb of RAM memory and
a disk capacity of 7.5 Tb. During the tests only has been used the Fast Ethernet network.

3.2.1 Cluster Transfer Measurements

Observing the gap in the transfer cluster measurements, theincrease of the values
each time that the number of nodes involved in the test grows is evident. The observed
behavior is easy to describe in terms of theLogP .

Figure 3.3 shows the measures of thepLogP parametersg (blue line),Os (cyan line)
and Or (red line) for a transfer of messages of1KB between determined quantity of
nodes.

Figure 3.3:pLogP measurements in IDPOT Cluster - 1KB Transfer

The low values observed in the different measures are obvious. The growth in the val-
ues is due to the increase of the number of nodes that suggest asaturation in the network.
Theoretically, the values of the gap and overheads must present a slight increase.

For this transfer ofm = 1KB, the values of the latency are not shown, because the
values are really small (≈ 0) and remain stable.

Advancing to the observations for long messages, the Figure3.4 shows the same mea-
sures, but for a transfer of1MB. The values of the gap presents in this case corresponds
to the gapG for long messages. Evidently, the values of the different parametersg (blue
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line),Os (cyan line) andOr (red line) of theLogP model are highest for this transfer than
for the transfer of1KB (In fact, a message of1MB not is a small message really). The
growth in all measures is due to the increase of the number of nodes too.

Figure 3.4:pLogP measurements in IDPOT Cluster - 1MB Transfer

Contrary to the observations whenm = 1KB, these observations shows the equiv-
alence in the curves of theOs andOr measures. However the values of theOs remains
lower thanOr values. The overhead associated with the messages shipmentreaches sim-
ilar values to the overhead reception because the increase of the quantity of bytes trans-
ferred affects the deliverance time to the transmission channel. In other words, the time
that exists between the first byte and the last byte that leavethe source is important, and
adds a significant cost. Same for the reception time due to theincrease of the quantity of
bytes in the message.

Following with the test to observe what happens with other transfers of more large
messages using this technique, the size of the messages is increased to10MB, 50MB
and100MB. For these cases also, the values of the gap corresponds to the gap for long
messages.

At this point, a specific analysis is necessary to understandthe behavior and explain
the observations. The assumptions ofpLogP or the other extensions can be used but in
any case they add a complexity degree important in the analysis.

The behavior begins to be unstable when the quantity of bytestransferred reaches a
saturation of the resources, in a first approach saturating of the links between the proces-
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sors.

Taking the gap like reference measure to see the time betweentwo consecutive mes-
sages, it is possible to observe how the increase in the values of theg parameter is impor-
tant.

A first test presented in the Figure 3.5 shows a comparison between the gap observed
for two transfers:1MB (red line) and10MB (blue line).

Figure 3.5:Observed gap in ID Cluster for Long Messages

The curve of10MB has important quantity and quality differences with the curve
of 1MB, due mainly to the increase of the bytes transferred and their use of the shared
resources. On another hand, the measure of this gap is taken between two consecutive
messages of1MB and10MB, then the delay of time that finish to go the last byte of
the first message and the first byte of the second message is important, and affects this
measure.

Tests in other platforms confirm these assumptions. Figure 3.6 shows a comparison of
the gap measured during the transfer of messages of size10MB (red line),50MB (green
line) and100MB (blue line) in Icluster-2 platform.
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Figure 3.6:Observed gap in ICluster-2 Cluster for Great Messages

In this Figure 3.6, is observable the increase of the gap timein function of the size of
message. And also, is notable the increase of gap values whenthe quantity of nodes that
are involved in the transfer grows.

The latency normally is considered in one-way, and providesinformation about the
time from the start of message transmission to the start of message reception. In other
words, the latency measures allows to know the delay betweenthe initiation of a network
transmission by a sender and the receipt of that transmission by a receiver. At this point, it
is important not to confuse the latency with thethroughput. The throughput is the number
of messages successfully delivered per unit time.

Figure 3.7 shows the latency comparison between three different transfers in ICluster-
2 platform. Transfer of messages of sizesm = 1MB (red line),10MB (green line) and
50MB (blue line). The measures of the latency are in microsecondsand the transfers are
between 2 to 32 processors respectively.
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Figure 3.7:ICluster-2 Latency Comparison

As is presented before, the latency values represented in the Figure 3.7, the delay of
time that takes a message among the effective link between a pairs. In accord with the
LogP hypothesis, the latency is measured since the moment when the first byte of the
message is leaving the sender and start its ”trip” among the link to the moment until the
last byte arrives to the receiver and completes the transmission. Of course, at moment that
more processors are implied in the transmission, the network may be saturated. Then, the
latency is increased.

On the other hand, due to the growths of the number of bytes, the message is cut in
k−packets, then it exists an additional time delay that corresponds togap byk−package.
Then, the latency is affected.

The important differences observed in the measures, suggest an influence not only
in the total quantity of bytes transferred between nodes, but also in the use of the links
between these nodes. In consequence, for the transfers of messages of large size it is
necessary to propose an analysis that take into account different factors related with the
quick saturation of resources due to the high quantity of bytes involved.

The set of measures made for the cluster transfer shows the pertinence of thepLogP
model descriptors and their methodology for fast measurement of the parallel and massive
data transfer. However, the information provided in terms of processors and the increase
of the gap values for the really large message suggest that isimportant to analyze the
behavior taking into account network characteristics suchas the number of links used
between the processors, the bandwidth generated by each message transfer and the per-
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formance of the switch (and other eventual resources involved during the data transfer).

3.2.2 Grid Transfer Measurements

When the transfer of asmallmessage occurs between distributed platforms, this pro-
cess implies asmall occupation of the resources and in addition, the behavior remains
stable with little values of gap time.

The management of data is optimal because the shared resources are not saturated.
Observations for theselittle transfers shows, in the same way that for the cluster observa-
tions, the adequate use of theLogP assumptions.

Following the same technique proposed inpLogP , Figure 3.8 presents the different
values of gap measured for different transfers between two clusters in Grid’5000 platform:
GDX and Grillon cluster.

Figure 3.8:Observed gap in GDX-Grillon Clusters Transfer for Many Messages

In the Figure 3.8, we observe on increase in the gap time related with the amount of
bytes that are transferred in the Grid communication process between the two clusters.
The small sizes of message (under10MB) are omitted in this figure.

The different measures remains stable in some values, with precise disturbances, due
mainly to thereal use oron-livestate of the Grid platform.

The observation of the gap, as a reference measure is interesting because the gap is
the related reciprocal inverse value to the bandwidth. Then, the gap provides information
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about thedelayin the transfer among the link due to the division of the message inpackets
of a determined size. Clearly, the values of the gap remainsstablefor each one of the
measures, change in its value are correlated to the size of bytes transferred by message.

Although this behavior is expected, it is necessary to observe the phenomenon on the
links and on the switch. The relation between pairs and theirdescription is not sufficient
specially when the amount of data transferred is considerable.

In all cases,LogP characteristics are adapted to describe the behavior, but do not
resolve questions that are normally treated with the model extensions ofLogP , increasing
the degree of complexity.

On another hand, if the behavior looks stable for each one of the size of messages
transferred, some questions like the influence of the devices, the intra-cluster commu-
nication in the general transfer or the real use influence in the behavior, need specific
analysis and other assumptions.

Figure 3.9 shows the irregular behavior of the latencies in the tests, for transfer of
m = 10MB (red line),30MB (blue line) and100MB(cyan line).

Figure 3.9:Observed Latencies in GDX-Grillon Clusters Transfer for Many Messages

The interested point of this figure, is how the values of the latency fall to reach a
stable value that remains, for the lines of10MB and30MB. However, is not the case for
100MB, that start in low values and after growths to reach the same latency value of the
other transfers. This situation suggest that it exists an influence of the network activity of
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the link to cause a delay in the latency. Then, it is necessaryto interpret the behaviors in
terms of links.

As is presented by Kielmamn et al in [87], the method has some limitations. A first
one, the difficult to measure the gapg values in the case of large messages. To handle this,
is necessary to calculate the relation betweenG andg proposed byLogGP . This relation
adds an error in the estimation of the delay by byte for the long messages.

On the other hand, the measures sometimes show that theg(m) < Or(m), which is
contradictory to the parameterizedLogP assumptions. This situation is caused by the
variations in the behavior of the message reception that depends on whether the incoming
message is expected to arrive [87].

It is important to say that the measurement procedure described above assumes that
the network links are symmetrical, and this situation is notpresent in some wide area
networks, such a Grid Computing network. Then, the achievable bandwidth and their
associated gap may be different in both directions, the network latency too. So, a reinter-
pretation of the parameters and is necessary a limitation ofthe test procedure to handle
this.

3.3 Discussion

The early results presented in this chapter, shows how the procedure proposes for
pLogP , captures the relevant parameters associated with characteristics of message trans-
fer between processors in distributed architectures, in terms ofLogP model and the slight
extension ofLogGP model to handle large messages transfer.

These parameters are the latencyL that provides information about the use of the
network, theg(m) gap that should be associated with the bandwidth and provides infor-
mation about the capacity of the network, theO overhead send and receive times and the
number of processorsP involved in the process.

The latencyL depends more on the distance between nodes and the number of links
used than on the quantity of bytes transferred. For this reason the values of the latency
remain stable for the tests set. It is not the case for the gap ,it evolves as a function of the
quantity of bytes transferred as it is presented in the last early results. Of course, due to
the relation between the gap and the bandwidth by link, the bandwidth by link is affected
too. However, the values of the bandwidth in the switch, evolves as a function of the
number of links during the transfer.

Early tests show the advantages ofpLogP uses. And as it limitations in the description
of the phenomenon observed when the number of bytes transferred by messages grows
considerably. For this, the mechanisms of capture have beenmodified in the main tool
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used for the tests, but the limitation in the description of the behavior, justify to add or
reinterpret the parameters ofLogP andLogGP use inpLogP technique.

On the other hand, a perspective of evaluation on the platform testbed is necessary.
In our problematic, the main interest is to observe and predict the data transfer behavior
in Grid computing environments. Observations in clusters,contribute to understand one
of the levels of the data transfer on the Grid platform. In other words, for us the cluster
platform is a local component of a large infrastructure, theGrid infrastructure.

The set of equations presented in the section 2.2.5 allows toanalyze and predict the
behavior of the data transfer. These equations are implemented in the benchmark tool
and used for the respective analysis. However in terms of utility, the early results pre-
sented offer more a procedure to fast measurement ofLogP parameters than a predictive
approach.

Obviously, a systematic approach is necessary to define the levels of the data transfer,
and identify the resources used during the data transfer. Actually, in the case of theLogP
proposition, the extensions add parameters associated with new characteristics. But, each
new aggregation implies a new degree of complexity. And in consequence, a new de-
gree of complexity does not allow an easy implementation of amodel in a technique for
performance evaluation during a real use.

Inside clusters or a homogeneous HPC platforms, some network performance char-
acteristics remain stable, as is the case of the overhead times. Other variations of the
network performance characteristics depend on the number of links or quantity of bytes
transferred by message5. For example, we saw in the early tests presented before, the
important variations of the bandwidth by link are due to the increase of the quantity of
bytes by message transferred, and the latency variations due to the increase of the num-
ber of links. However, when the data transfer involves heterogeneous systems, wide area
networks, and also massive and parallel data transfer, the network performance character-
istics may be affected by several factors and other network performance characteristics,
such as the overhead times and requires a reinterpretation.

3.4 Conclusion

In behalf of the pertinence of the test procedure provided bypLogP , as is said before,
it is necessary to propose a reinterpretation of the parameters ofLogP to give specific in-
formation for our beings and to permit an analysis of the transfer characteristics in terms
of network characteristics. This information is related with the growing of the quantity

5Indeed they are variations due to the performance of the network protocol (in this case TCP), as is
observed for the non linear behavior of the gap and overhead measures in relation with the size of message.
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of bytes during a massive data transfer, the increase of the links between processors used,
the behavior exchange between the possible network levels on a Grid Computing infras-
tructure, the sensibility of the file system and their influence during the data transfer and
so on. These information that are not given forpLogP clearly.

In practical terms, the time of intrusiveness and completion due to the use of the mon-
itoring and test tools derived of the model, are an importantfactor, because the objective
is to implement performance evaluation mechanisms during areal use of production Grid
computing platforms.
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4. Contributions to Modeling of Parallel
and Massive Data Transfer on Grid
Computing

4.1 Introduction

Grid Computing platforms are scalable distributed systems.The applications that
run in Grid computing platforms, often consume and produce large amount of data, this
implies massive and intensive data transfer among the Grid computing network.

Even though that technological challenges can give more capacity and more speed
of transfer, the efficiency of the interaction between the deployed applications and the
physical resources in the platform is crucial for an appropriate use of Grid Computing
technology (and related e-science emergent technologies). The transfer occurs to carry the
requirements of use of the application and the availabilityand/or capacity of the network
resources. The communication process in a Grid computing platform involves sharing
network resources between users, applications and services.

Globally, the resources of a Grid computing platform are heterogeneous (this is a main
feature of a Grid Computing infrastructure that was mentioned repeatedly throughout
this document). The distributed remote local platforms aredifferent, with heterogeneous
nodes and the network can dynamically change in topology andalso in technology (i.e. for
suppression or addition of devices due to availability or due to technological evolution).
All changes among the Grid Computing platform affect the behavior of the system, and
in consequence, the performance of the Grid Computing applications.

The characterization of the communication behavior is crucial to anticipate the appli-
cations performance. Different scenarios are possible because a change of a resource or
a untimely and dynamic action during application runtime could affect the transfer and
make difficult the prediction of the behavior.

To handle these, various strategies are investigated, fromthe analysis of technological
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characteristics of the physical resources, to the use of formal expressions of communica-
tion process or modelling algorithms to implement protocols. Previously, some of them
were presented and discussed (Mainly in the Section 2.2).

As said before, the description of transfer characteristics is proposed in terms of par-
allel architectures. This description enables to build thealgorithms, to implement them
in applications or protocols associated with a runtime, commonly based onOGSA [43].
Moreover, several models to describe the behavior or to predict the performance are pro-
posed from different points of view. Depending of the abstraction levels of the models,
they are used in the implementation of monitoring tools and benchmarking applications
or they are used to modify and to implement algorithms to build transfer protocols or data
storage/management services in scalable architectures.

The model proposal of this thesis work is addressed to the parallel data transfer of
great volumes of data, usingpLogP assumptions, that in the same time, uses the hypoth-
esis ofLogP andLogGP models. We profit the simplicity of the abstractions and the fast
measurement methodology given bypLogP .

Our approach aims to treat this parallel and massive data transfer between heteroge-
neous nodes, on a distributed systems context, specificallyin Grid computing environ-
ments. Consequently, we have heterogeneous resources, eachlocal platform is aHPC
infrastructure (specifically they are clusters) and is necessary a definition of hierarchical
levels of observation (Cluster level, Grid Computing level).

The heterogeneity of the resources requires that we consider different factors that af-
fects the parallel and massive data transfer: the file systeminfluence, the transfer costs
associated with use of the platform, the capacity of the shared resources , etc. Further-
more, we have the principal assumptions that the applications run in concurrence and that
is necessary to make the performance evaluation in real time.

At this point, we aim to make a minimal and implementable model to analyze and
evaluate the behavior of the communication process in high bandwidth networks on Grid
Computing infrastructures during real time. Consequently, it will possible to predict or
tuning applications running on these platforms. To satisfy, a reinterpretation of the origi-
nal parameters ofLogP andpLogP is made to create a parameters reduction.

The communication process between two nodes of a Grid Computing platform is de-
scribed taking into account the network parameters strongly associated with the infras-
tructure characteristics. This description is observed inthe studied models. Then, ob-
served the network characteristics, we propose different hypothesis.

A first assumption of our contribution analysis is that the data transfer occurs in par-
allel (in a synchronized manner or not) between nodes in HPC or Grid Computing plat-
forms. Then, is necessary to consider the busy resources during the transfer and the
consequences in the general capacity of the platform and application performance.
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In our context, we use the time to measure thetransfer time1. This is theestimated
time for the completion of a data transmission. The transfer time is sensitive to specific
characteristics related with theenvironmentwhere occurs the data transmission (chan-
nels, links, technical features, distance), state of this environment (availability, capacity,
use), entities implied in the transmission (senders, receivers, nodes), policies of the trans-
mission (synchronization, non-synchronization, flooding) and obviously, the data (type,
size).

The different possibilities of the relation between these characteristics, elements, en-
tities, states, politics and data allow the description of the behavior in terms of latency,
bandwidth, traffic, cost and so on.

In this chapter, we present our contribution to modeling of parallel and massive data
transfer on Grid computing in the following sections: section 4.2 presents the definition
of the massive and intensive data transfer, section 4.3 treats the data transfer cost, the
overhead times analysis is presented in the section 4.4, thefile systems influence is treated
in the section 4.5, the section 4.6 handle a specific case of transfer due to low capacity
performance of the network and finally the section 4.7 presents a general conclusion of
our contributions.

4.2 Massive and Intensive Data Transfer

The LogGP [3] model says that a large messagem transferred between a pairs of
nodes or processors is divided ink − packets, where eachgap byk − packet may be
understood as(k − 1) ∗ G(m). Then, taking into account this assumption of theLogGP
model, we propose a parameter of thegapcaptured between thek − packets transferred,
as:

ĝ = (k − 1) ∗ G(m) (4.1)

As the bandwidth is a rate of data transfer, measured in the time, is to sayB = m
T

,
using the expression (2.5), the bandwidth estimated is:

B =
m

os(m) + (k − 1) ∗ G(m) + L + or(m)
(4.2)

Now, if we suppose that a message of sizem is very large (m ≈ ∞), the overheads
Os andOr are negligible in relation with the latencyL, because the link between the

1The first measure to characterize a transfer is the time. The time is a fundamental quantity used in
sequential events, to compare the durations of events and the intervals between them and allows to define
other quantities, such as delay, velocity, etc.
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processors is saturated, the message is cut in accordance with the underlying capacity
transfer of the link, then the message transfer occurs by packets, and it exists a delay time
of the transmission, so, the latency with the(k − 1) ∗ G(m) values the expression 4.2
becomes:

B =
m

(k − 1) ∗ G(m) + L
=

m

ĝ(m) + L
(4.3)

Presently, as the delay time of the transmission is dominated by the gap observed.
Then, the high values of thêg will be more important that the latency existent during the
transmission, so, the equation 4.3 becomes:

B =
m

ĝ(m)
(4.4)

Essentially, the expressions (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4) represent thegap as the reciprocal
value of the end to end bandwidth from processor to processor. This relation between the
gap and the bandwidth is a principle of theLogP model.

On the other hand, a preoccupation of the massive and intensive data transfer analysis
are the consequences of the parallel data transfer between nodes. Parallel transfers sat-
urate the network quickly, which is common in HPC and Grid Computing applications.
Also parallel transfer may be synchronous or asynchronous.

Then, to make an analysis of the interaction between the nodes, is proposed the obser-
vation of the data transfer in terms of links between them. For the side of the requirement
to implement parallelism and synchronism (or asynchronism) in the data transfer, is pro-
posed the use of barriers.

A barrier defines a start process to send the messages and alsoa count of the recep-
tion time of the parallel and simultaneous transfer betweenthe nodes. A barrier can be
used to synchronize all processes in a communicator an it is easy to implement. Barrier
implementations exist intoMPI, PV M , OpenMP and others well known libraries.

With the hypothesis of the transfer process between pairs ofp processors using one
link by pairs, namedWp, eachWp transmits the same quantitym of bytes contained in the
m message2. Obviously, the quantity of bytes contained in the messagem is really larger
than the underlying transfer capacity of the linkw, (m >> w), then it exits a certain
number ofk − bytes for eachk − packet one generated. On the other hand, the total
quantity ofM bytes transferred amongWp links in a platform, may be calculated with

M = Wp ∗ m (4.5)

Obviously,Wp corresponds to the number of links used during the parallel transfer.

2The numberWp is estimated byp
2
.
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Figure 4.1:Transmission amongWp links

Figure 4.1 represents a parallel and simultaneous transmission amongWp links be-
tween nodes. The set of nodes are in two local platforms, eachone is a cluster. The
connections are concentrated a connection point, represented in the Figure 4.1 by the
black diamonds (in the real world by a router or switch). For example, the most simple
case is an abstraction with direct connections, shown in thefigure as blue non consecutive
lines.

Remember the important assumption presented before relatedwith the size of the
messagem, then, if the messagem is much larger than the capacityw, the message
is divided ink − packets that are transferred consecutively; two possible assumptions
come: first, the large sizem of the message by linksWp and the addition of each one
of the transfers when a generalM quantity of bytes transferred represents amassivedata
transfer. Second, the cut or division of them message ink − packages following the
consecutive transmission represents anintensivedata transfer.

Practically, theintensive data transmissiondoes not depends of the size of the pack-
ages transferred because this type of transfer correspondsto successive requests between
the sender and receiver nodes.

Then, the simultaneous transfer of message of large size produce a utilisation of the
network resources with the attributes of intensive and massive transmissions (increas-
ing the number of transfers). Likewise, the capacity of the network resources is easily
saturated (connection points, interconnection links, etc.). This situation suggests a high
bandwidth.

The termhigh bandwidthis frequently used to distinguish faster broadband connec-
tions from traditional or lower connections. However, thisterm corresponds to an idea or
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concept more than a formal definition due to the technological trends.
Taking the expressions (4.2) to (4.4), the bandwidth is expressed as a function of

the size of messagem and parameters of transfer related with the time. Then, ahigh
bandwidthconnection should be with a great capacity of transmission of data sets.

Observing the equation (4.2), we consider parameters associated with the availability
of the resources, for example as is the case of the latencyL. Also, we observe other
parameters associated with the data transfer management, as it is the case, for example,
of theOs andOr. So, with the hypothesis thatm is sufficiently larger to gather theOs(m)
andOr(m) times intog(m), thehigh bandwidthtransfer is guaranteed by a low latency,
is to say a great availability of transference.

Other interesting situation is the possibility to estimatea worst bandwidthusing only
the space of time between thek − packages, it is to say thêg.

Then, from a measurement procedure to capture the parameters, we can represent a
worst bandwidth as:

Bworst =
m

max(ĝ)
(4.6)

Wheremax(ĝ) is the maximal gap measured causing jams of the transmission(or
faults due to the saturation among the transfer).

Other capacity measure, due to the possible connections in the network is the sum
of each bandwidth by link. This sum of the bandwidth by link, observing all possible
connections on the network, is known as thebisection bandwidth. For example, if we
have a linear topology with a maximum of the shortest path between a given pair of nodes
or diameterd = n − 1 the bisection bandwidth isB = 1. In the case of a Torus ring, the
diameter isd = n

2
then the bisection bandwidth isB = 2. Other possible connections are

explained in [63].
Then, at this point, we have analyzed the massive and parallel transfer in terms of ca-

pacity of the links, mainly used the estimation of the bandwidth. However is necessary to
know how much is the cost of the data transfer to know the efficiency of the transmission
in accordance with the quantity of bytes transferred. This transfer cost analysis is treated
in the next section.

4.3 Transfer Cost

Transfer cost analysis is necessary to know the efficiency ofa communication depend-
ing of the amount of bytes transferred. These measures of theefficiency should predict
the performance of a implemented algorithm on a determined application. Of course, the
influence of the network Quality of Service (QoS) [21] is important.
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The type of transfer that is described in the past sections, implies the use of collec-
tive communications3. Collective communications transmit data among all processes in a
group specified by anintracommunicator object. The barrier, serves to synchronize pro-
cesses without passing data. Several libraries that implement message passing, such as
MPI, provides functions to collective communications [129].

Collective communications are important in the developmentof parallel programs
that have running on parallel machines or scalable platforms. These collective commu-
nications provides operators to conduct all to all nodes communication and on mesh net-
works. Also, collective communication operators providesmechanisms to guarantee syn-
chronization and minimize the steps and conflicts among the transfer between network
interfaces.

A way to analyze the transfer cost of these type of communication is observing the
behavior of the completion time of the transmission [15]. Clearly, the completion time of
a transmission is the time between the start of the transfer process from the first processor
and the end of the transfer process in the last processor involved. Thus, if all proces-
sors start the collective operation approximately at the same time, the completion time of
the transmission is affected mainly by the runtime structure of the communication algo-
rithm. This assumption allows, in principle, to eliminate external factors for the analysis.
However, this implies to observe the latency.

Latency not depends on the size of message transferred but weneeds to observe the
impact of the size of the message transferred to analyze the transfer cost. As we as-
sume that a message of large size is transferred, the transmission time is affected by the
overhead time and in consequence, is measured to consider the size of message in this
estimation.

Actually, latency is considered almost larger than the gap.Thus, to reinterpret the
overhead time it is necessary to see the latency like a maximum delay of time to trans-
fer the message and to observe the possible bottlenecks presented in the I/O bus. This
situation increases the amount of time where a node is busy during the transmission.

Then at this point, we have two situations: one, when the overhead is negligible in
comparison with the latency (as is presented before) and two, when the overhead is con-
sidered in relation with the latency (for example due to the environment exchange4).

To simplify the analysis of transfer cost, we take the parameter λ, that is a relation
between the latencyL and the our gap̂g. Then, it is possible to distinguish three cases:

• In a first case, as it says above, the values of the latency arelarger than the values
of the gap, then for a messagem transferred,λ is

3Collective communications are implemented to optimize communication within different clusters into
a Grid platform.

4The estimation of the overhead due to the environment exchange is treated in the next section 4.4.
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λ(m) =
L

ĝ
≈ 1 (4.7)

Equation (4.7) suggests that thebusytime during the transmission is not important.
It is to say, the time to send and the time to receive the message by a node, are small
in relation with the gap between packets and the latency.

In other words, as the latency and gap values are similar, thecost of transmission
is low, because the transmission delay, described by the latency is similar than the
couped cost, described by the gap.

• Another case is when valuesλ(m) ≪ 1. We can suppose that the transfer cost is high
because the gap values are significants in relation with the effective transmission
delay determined by the latencyL.

• Finally, in the case of the values ofλ ≫ 1, the capacity of the network is exceeded
and this has a direct of the bandwidth. Then, these relativehigh valuesof the latency
implies a high cost of the transfer.

To rule out a general expression, let us consider the overhead time in the transfer,
merged into the equation (4.8). This expression is proposedin [15], but we present this in
terms ofĝ at the time that each communication takes in theLogP model.

λ(m) =
2 ∗ O + L

ĝ
(4.8)

Equation (4.8) presentsO as the overhead time,L the latency observed during the
transfer and̂g the measured gap.

Analyzing the possible values ofλ, if λ(m) ≪ 1 the assumptions presented before may
be extended for this expression. However, in the case ofλ ≫ 1, the high values ofλ may
be caused by the busy time in the network devices, mainly in the sending and receiving
time. For example, due to a saturation in the I/O bus.

On the other hand if we suppose an effective delivery during the sending or receiving
process, the cost associated may be moved to the network interfaces that changes the level
from the cluster network to the grid network. Then, the equation (4.8) will be:

λ(m) =
(Oc) + L + (OG)

ĝ
(4.9)

Where(OG) is the overhead time corresponding to the change of cluster-grid network
and(Oc) is the overhead time corresponding to he cluster-network only.
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Then, high values of(OG) involve a great busy time of delivery in the network inter-
faces, due to the saturation of the resource. A discussion about the influence of the change
of cluster-grid network is proposed in the next section.

4.4 Cluster and Grid Overhead Time

Nodes in Grid computing are distributed over remote interconnected platforms. Like-
wise, nodes are often heterogeneous and the network can dynamically change in topology
and also in bandwidth. When a transfer of data occurs in a grid computing platform, the
datatravelupon two types of environment: the intra-network that interconnects the nodes
in the cluster and the external network associated to the grid that relies the remote cluster
platforms.

TheLogP model [28] considers the transfer process in a homogeneous network. The
nodes are linked by a connection that may be affected by the distance between nodes and
the possible presence of the latency variations.

Now, if we observe asinglecommunication between two clusters of a Grid computing
platform, the messagem transferred leaves the sender node, named herePO, and ittravels
through a link to the received node, namedP1, in the other cluster. Thus, a part of the
message travel occurs in the cluster network, and other in the Grid network.

Figure 4.2 shows a minimalistic approach of the Cluster to Cluster transmission in-
side a Grid computing platform. On the other side, Figure 4.3represents a general case,
where they are differentundetermineddevices and networks. It is for this reason that it is
represented by a cloud.
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Figure 4.2:Cluster-Grid Transmission

Then, Figure 4.3 proposes an abstraction of the Grid data transfer where the Grid
network may be understood as acloudand we treat only the overhead (and gap variations)
to determinate the transmission behavior. This point will be discussed later with all the
elements.

Figure 4.3:Cluster-Grid Transmission General Approach.

In the Figures 4.2 and 4.3 each overhead time is identified by the origin and destina-
tion. For example, the overhead time for the reception of themessagem from the cluster
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1 to start the Grid environment travel is namedOC1
. Immediately thisOC1

is followed
by a overhead time of the start transference namedOGr

. At the moment the messagem
leaves the Grid network, the overhead timeOGs

and the overhead timeOC2
follows the

OGs
at once.

Then for this case, the overhead time of the change cluster-grid-cluster can be pre-
sented as:

Ocgc =
OC1

+ OGr

2
+

OGs
+ OC2

2
(4.10)

The Figure 4.4 explains this hypothesis in function of the transfer processing of the
messagem. The message is transferred from a processor/nodePO to a processor/nodeP1,
but in the transfer process crosses the cluster connectionsand the grid connections. This
Figure allows to observe more clearly our analysis.

Po

P1

m 1

m 1

m 1

Os

O_C O_G

O_G O_C

Or

L1

Lg

L2

T

Cluster Connection

Cluster Connection

Grid Connection

Figure 4.4:Cluster-Grid Transmission Abstraction

Returning to the right side of the Figure 4.2, we observe that it is more general. In
real life, the clusters are different, the network intra cluster are heterogeneous, but we
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suppose the devices have similar behavior in almost one sense. OC = OC1
+ OC2

and
OG = OGr

+ OGS
. Then the expression (4.10) may be presented as:

Ocgc =
OC + OG

2
(4.11)

WhereOcgc represents the overhead time of the change cluster-grid-cluster architec-
ture,OC the general overhead time in the clusters due to intra-cluster network devices and
OG, the general overhead time in the Grid network, due to inter-platforms devices.

As the Figure 4.4 represents a transfer among two clusters, we presents latenciesL1

andL2 associated with each one of the cluster transmission. The latencyLg is the delay
transmission associated with the Grid network.

Then, when the messagem arrives to the Grid connexion, the timesOc andOg and
vice versa can be measured as time difference at the moment that m is received and sent
by the network devices.

These devices making the relation between the cluster network and the inter-cluster
network. As a consequence, during the transfer upon the inter-cluster network, the latency
Lg exists. In consequence, our latencyL in the Grid transfer becomesL = L1+Lg +L2.

This analysis modifies the equation (2.4) and obviously the assumptions of the equa-
tion (2.5). Then, for our transfer of a messagem of great size in a linkWp, the transfer
timeT (m) becomes:

T (m) = L + Ocgc + ĝ(m) (4.12)

WhereL is the total latency that contains the latency during the intra-cluster network
and the inter-cluster network (Grid connection) andOcgc is the overhead cluster-grid-
cluster time, measured as a differential time in the linked network devices. The parameter
ĝ(m) is the measured gap (not included in the Figure 4.4).

On the other hand, is necessary to observe how the data placement affects the data
access and in consequence the data transfer. Then, an analysis of the file systems influence
is proposed and treated in the next section.

4.5 File Systems Influence

Observing the influence of the file system in the transfer process between nodes that
correspond clients, servers or storages devices, it is agreed that the activity of the file
system is important and affects the general performance during the communication. This
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activity may be multiple and independent and it demands a service operation in the net-
work that requires a time to satisfy the service requests5.

Nowadays, the efficient use of the network resources on parallel and distributed archi-
tectures may be beneficial for storage requirements or the data management.

To handle this, they are proposed many distributed file systems or management strate-
gies to guarantee an efficient data management and consequently, an efficient data transfer.
Of course, there are an influence of the file system or management strategy on the data
transfer.

Many works like [36], [103] have made studies about the sensitivity, modeling and
performance prediction of high performance networks associated with the file systems
and they address this problematic in an interesting way.

The use of parallel and distributed file systems implies a very large amounts of data
and a continuous data transfer. Algorithms of data placement, data structures and query
methods are implemented to obtain a relative efficiency for aspecific physical machine
architecture. In fact, the goal of a parallel file system is toallow a standard performance
with a maximal adaptation, in terms of architectural characteristics. Different strategies of
data management are implemented not only for file systems butalso for many applications
at different levels as it is possible to see, for example, in [86]. In terms of the applications,
the efficiency is guaranteed by the balancing and distribution of the data without increase
of the costs of communication.

A hybrid point of view allows to observe these characteristics into a set: applications
send/receive data in concurrents process in accordance to sizes of data, concurrents ac-
cess, allocation and scalability [64]. This point of view may be applicable also to general
file systems.

Actually, a way to understand the effect of the file system in the transfer process is to
see the response time in the node, observing its relation with the throughput time. In fact,
the gapg is dominated by the message size and the transfer within the network. Thus,
the gap changes as a function of the packet size managed by thetransfer protocol. The
latencyL can vary, for example, where the network switches are affected by a congestion.
Conversely, it exist an additional delay due to the file system[103].

5This subject is part of the work developed by the CAPES/COFEBUC action between the LIG-
Montbonnot Laboratory at Montbonnot-St Martin, France andthe GPPD-UFRGS Laboratory at Porto Ale-
gre, Brazil.
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Figure 4.5:Model to Response Time in a Node

When the message arrives to the node, the interface network deliver the message to
the interface processor that is placed into the receive queue. After, in accordance with
the demanded task, the message is written or not in the disk, as shown in the Figure 4.5.
Consequently, the total latency is increased and thus the transfer time.

It would seem that the change of write or read the block data ina determined file sys-
tem is unknown, but there exists mechanism to know this, and technical implementations
(i.e. the commandiostat). Thus, to infer a delay time in the transfer process as function
of the file systemTFS(m), the equation (4.13) shows:

TFS(m) =
m

mt

∗
1

tps
(4.13)

Wherem is the size of message,mt is the relation between the size of a block trans-
ferred and the block size of the file system that vary in accordance with the specific file
system andtps is the number of transfers by second, with the assumption that each trans-
fer on the disk correspond to a block.

4.6 Analysis of Anomalies during the Data Transfer

A significant case of study, is when exists a worst transfer due to an unreliable network
or a quickly saturation of the devices (as router or switches). Actually, this assumption is
observable by the important variations of the latency or loss of bandwidth [12].
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Consequently, variations represent abrupt increases of thetransfer cost. To handle
this, two sub-cases are used: first, for a cluster data transfer and second, for a Grid data
transfer. The discrimination of the two sub cases search to identify the factors that affect
the latency and the bandwidth.

Firstly, we can use the cluster network in different behaviors and to omit the influence
of the overhead send/receive time. For the next subcase, we use all factors. However, in
each one of the sub-cases exists a variation of the size of messages and the number of
nodes and links between them involved during the transfer.

In the cluster subcase, we take the equation (4.7) for our type of transfer high band-
width explained before. Obviously the values ofλ ≫ 1 are for a worst network that
presents a high latencyL.

Normally, when the number of nodes is increased, the latencygrows due to the use of
the resources, then it’s possible to observe different of values ofλ6.

In the Grid subcase, we use the expression (4.9). It is possible to omit the values of
the overhead send/receive time and consider only the valuesof the change of cluster-grid
network:

λ(m) =
L + (2 ∗ Ogc)

ĝ
(4.14)

Whereλ(m) is the cost relation,L the general latency,(2 ∗ Ogc) is the overhead ex-
change and̂g the measured gap.

At this point, it is necessary to observe the variation of thebandwidth due to the
influence of the gap during the transfer.

Taking the equation (4.6) presented in the section (4.2), weconsider the values of
max(ĝ) measured without saturation causing jams of the transmission (or faults due to
the saturation among the transfer) as we says before.

Thus, experimental results in the case of really worst case of networks, suggest the
possible utilization of aanomaly parameterto correct the bandwidth curve.

Now, knowing the influence of thegreatgap, using the expression:

B =
m

max(ĝ)
=

m

ĝ
∗ Āp (4.15)

WhereB = m
k∗ĝ

is the bandwidth at time of the saturation due to the worst network
andĀp is the anomaly parameter.

Themax(ĝ) parameter is used because the delay time between each one of thek −

packages is very long, then the other parameters that affects the bandwidth have negligi-
ble values.

6These descriptions are based in experimental results exposed in the early results.
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Āp is experimental and can be calculated as a function of the differences in the band-
width curve.

4.7 Discussion: InterpretingpLogP asLOĝWp

In this chapter, we have made a reduction and a reinterpretation of parameters from
LogP andLogGP models included inpLogP model to describe the data transfer behavior
in applications using files running on Grid computing platforms.

Taking the advantages of thepLogP model, we can use the main parametersL, Os,
Or, g (or eventuallyG) andP to describe and predict the parallel and massive data trans-
fer behavior, but with a reinterpretation in the case of the overhead, gap and number of
processors involved in the data transfer, to handle it.

This reinterpretation have consequences in derived analysis, such as the case of the
transfer cost. On the other hand, we can analyze the influenceof the file systems in these
types of data exchanges and possible particularities due todifferences in the performance
of the network.

With the assumption that the transfer of the message of sizem occurs simultaneously
and synchronized uponWp links, theM total bytes transfer over the network can be
characterized as:

NG(M) = (L, ĝ, Ĝ, Os, Or,Wp,m,Ocgc, TFS(m)) (4.16)

WhereL is the latency,̂g is the gap associated with the division of the message,Os

andOr are the respective overhead send/receive time,Wp the number of links used during
the transfer that relies the nodes,m the size of message transferred by link,Ocgc is the
overhead time associated with the change of cluster-grid network andTFS(m) is the delay
associated with the file system.

Observing the Figure 4.4 we can identify that theTotal Time Transferis equal to:
Time to Send + Time to Reception + Time of Transference + Additional Delays. (Also
this relation is observable in the Figure 4.6 presented later.)

The Time to SendandTime to Receptionare considered by the overhead send and
receive respectively. TheTime of Transferenceor time of trip among the network is con-
sidered by the latency. However, due to the influence of the variations in the size of
message, the gap is fundamental and affects the total time transfer.

It exists other factors that add delays to the transfer, suchas the data access in the disk,
considered by the influence of the file system and the overheaddue to de environment
exchange (Cluster-Grid exchange) taken by the overhead exchange.
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Thus, it is possible to propose a general expression for the time transfer in relation
with the equations (2.4) and (2.5):

T (m) = Os + Or + L + Ocgc + ĝ + TFS (4.17)

Where the first part of the equation 4.17 corresponds to thetransfer timewithout
the node strictly speaking and the second part to the influence of the file system and
the transfer within the node. In the large of this chapter, each one of the equation 4.17
elements are treated.

Now, assuming the supposition of a low influence of the overhead send/receive time
in the nodes in relation with the other parameters, we can presents this expression 4.17 in
another manner,

T (m) = L + Ocgc + ĝ + TFS (4.18)

Of course, there are limitations to this approach, for example, we can not observe
stochastic facts. However our objective, explained in the section 4.1 is to achieve amin-
imalist modelimplementable to the performance evaluation in ”live” tests. Sometimes
stochastic models involve several parameters that do not allows to build practical ap-
proaches due to their complexity.

In fact, there are consequences, discussed in the past sections: the presumption of the
transfer cost in a first time with the relation between the latency and the gap, and after,
between the general latency and the delay associated with the file system.

Other consequences can be inferred associated with our hypothesis, as the possible
addition of many parameters to new transfer characteristics, like is observable in the evo-
lution of LogP model.

However, in general, the methodological advantages of our approach facilitate the
measurement to performance evaluation of running applications in Grid computing plat-
form because they do not add many parameters. We emphasize that our approach proposes
a reduction and reinterpretation of the parameters to explain the behavior of the different
characteristics involved in the massive data transfer in Grid Computing platform.

4.8 Conclusion

This proposal reach a level of abstraction where we can analyze large transfers on het-
erogeneous architectures, knowing only a general latency,considering the Grid network
as a cloud, taking into account the overheads measured by theexchange of the environ-
ment (Ocgc beginsO simply), and obviously the gap that provides information about the
time delay due to the size of the message.
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The complexity of the real process, observed graphically, for example, in the Figures
4.2 and 4.4 should be abstracted with simplicity by the Figures 4.3 and 4.6

Po

P1

m 1

m 1

T

Cluster Connection

Cluster Connection

Grid Connection

Ocgc(* ) Ocgc(* )

L

Figure 4.6:Cluster-Grid Transmission Reduction Abstraction

Figure 4.6 shows this simple abstraction for the case of a transfer of a message of
large sizem1 between two nodes (P0 andP1) among a Grid computing network (without
specify the number of links). The general latency is represented in the left (vertical line
in blue) and the overhead time exchange for each one of the cluster-grid environment
exchange byOcgc(∗). Of course the only value of theOcgc will be calculated with the
expression 4.11, presented before in the section 4.4.

In the same way, the Figure 4.6 shows the two types of connections: Grid and Cluster
connections are determined bygray zonesand the Grid network is represented by a cloud.
The Total Transmission Time or Total Transfer Time will be the horizontal end line in
black in the down of the Figure 4.6 and named withT . It involves the addition of the
parameters treated before.

The abstraction of the File Systems influence to treat data access patterns is presented
in the section 4.5 by the Figure 4.5. This analysis of the file systems influence permits
to observe the variations in the data transfers between different file systems used in the
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system under study, even more taking into account that in Production Grid computing
platforms we can find different file systems to select in accordance with our necessities.

In general, practically if the transfer does not imply a highbandwidth data transfer, is
to say, transfer of short messages, our model may becomesLogP . If the transfer implies
a high bandwidth data transfer in homogeneous systems the model may becomesLogP .
In the case of a high bandwidth data transfer among heterogeneous architectures (as Grid
Computing platforms), each one of the parameters described before contributes to explain
this massive and parallel data transfer.

At this point, it is necessary to validate the utility of the model to implement mech-
anisms of performance evaluation to observe the data transfer behavior. To handle this
validation of our proposal, several cases will be presentedin the next chapter.
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5. Realistic Performance Evaluation
usingLOĝWp

The main interest of this work is to propose an implementableand a simple model to
observe the high bandwidth data transfer behavior on grid computing platforms. In the
past chapter, the contribution to modeling is presented as areinterpretation of theLogP
parameters into a newLOĝWp model.

The validation of the model utility is a difficult process. Ananalytical model requires a
confrontation with measurements or with simulation. This work is aimed at performance
evaluation, then, two techniques are presented: first, testing with a benchmarking tool and
second, monitoring the behavior in real processes into a Grid Computing platform. The
first technique is based on the use of the methodology presented in the section 3.1. We use
the same modification of theMPI LogP Multitest Benchmark Tool(presented before in the
same section 3.1) and we measure the main parameters of ourLOĝWp model (presented
in the chapter 4,Contributions to Modeling of Parallel and Massive Data Transfer on
Grid Computing) and their behavior is analyzed.

The sizem of the messages transferred is of10MB to 250MB. The quantity of
processors on two local platforms (clusters) start with 2 processors that corresponds to
one (1) linkWp and finish with100 processors that corresponds to 50Wp links. In fact,
we consider these sizes of message aslarge messages, because their transfer involve a
sufficient charge to saturate the underlying capacity of thenetwork resources.

Hence, the total bytes quantityM transferred during the tests follows the expression
4.5. For example, if in one test that involves12 Wp links, with a transfer of a messagem
of 100MB by link, the total quantityM will be 1200MB (12 ∗ 100MB = 1200MB).

Test were made in two layers to observe the two network levels: cluster environment
tests and grid computing environment tests. Clusters tests aim to acquire measures that
involve intra-cluster transfer. On the other hand, Grid Computing tests aim to acquire
values of the Grid transfers between nodes of two different clusters.

In this chapter the validation of our proposal is presented taking in account each one of
the considerations presented in the content of the chapter 4: the general massive and data
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transfer behavior in the cluster context (section 5.1) and in the Grid context (section 5.2),
the overheads due to cluster-grid exchange (section 5.2.1), the transfer cost analysis (sec-
tion 5.3), the file systems sensibility (section 5.4) and theanalysis of the anomalies in the
worst case of a performance network (section 5.5). Moreover, two cases of performance
evaluation in real systems using our proposal are presented(section 5.6).

5.1 Cluster Tests Results

Various local platforms of the Grid 5000 platform are used inthe tests, but we present
in this document significant results of specific sites. In this type of tests, all tests are made
in one cluster of the local platforms. This tests allows to observe the behavior of the intra-
cluster transfer, observing the different parameters related with network characteristics.

The first measure of reference observed is the gapĝ, presented before in the section
4.2. Initially we observe this measure of gapĝ by link and later, on the switch. The
gap provides information about the throughput and as reference measure can be used to
observe the efficiency in the delivery of a message.

The gap, as all parameters, is measured for several transfers (between 10-50 times)
and after a statistical treatment is possible to observe maximal gap values, minimal gap
values and calculate an average gap. In the same way, the measured data has a little
dispersion, that is increased when the size of message is increased, but remains between
0.4ms and0.8ms approximately.

Figure 5.1 shows the gap measured for the Grillon Cluster of the Nancy site, for the
transfer of250MB by link. This figure presents the average values of the gap (blue), the
gap minimal (green) and the gap maximal (red). During this tests the latency remains in
60 microseconds.
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Figure 5.1:Measured gap for Grillon Cluster

Observing the gap, it remains stable until the use of6 links and after grows to remain
stable for the rest ofWp links with a slight increase. In the three curves, the increase is
observed of the gap values. As expected, the maximal gap presents the more slope in the
curve and the gap minimal presents a little increase.

The saturation noticeable in the tests with the increase of the gap, is reached quickly
because a large quantity of bytes is transferred. The increase in the delay between the
transfer ofk − packets that is composed the message is due to this saturation. This gap
increases follows until a value related with the capacity ofthe network resources, such as
the case of the links. However, is possible to find higher values, e.g. when exists a switch
contention.

Before analyzing the switch behavior, we present the Figure 5.2. It shows the mea-
sures of gap̂g (blue line), overhead sendOs (cyan line) and overhead receptionOr (red
line) for a transfer of250MB.
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Figure 5.2:Gap and Overhead measures in Grillon Cluster

The Figure 5.2 shows a similarity of the three measured values. In fact, as the data
transfer is synchronized by abarrier, the reception of a message does not starts before
that the message is completely sent. The space between the reception time and the send
time is affected by the gap.

A situation interesting to observe is when the transfer involves6 links. In this critical
point, the total quantity of bytes transferred is1500MB among the6 links, the delay in all
measures grows before this quantity of links used, and it implies an important saturation,
due to the important activity added in the network, that implies an increase of the data
transfer cost that is discuss later.

Analyzing the behavior of the switch, the Figure 5.3 shows the influence of the gap
in the bandwidth. Obviously, the gap is influenced by the switch behavior, and this influ-
ence is measurable in their bandwidth. The gap influence can be interpreted in terms of
effectiveness. In the case of the gap minimal, this gap corresponds to the more effective
links, unlike the case of the maximal gap measures.
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Figure 5.3:Influence of the gap in the Bandwidth of Grillon Switch Cluster

Figure 5.3 shows, in the same way as Figure 5.1, values of the gap influence: minimal
(green line), maximal (red line) and average (blue). Due to the reciprocal relation between
the gap and the bandwidth, a maximal gap represents a low bandwidth (comparing with
the others values in the Figure 5.3).

When the bandwidth observed in the measures that uses the minimal gap grows, the
data transfer cost decrease. However, it is important to remember that the bandwidth
is affected only by the gap, due to the size of message transferred and our hypothesis
discussed about the saturation, as is presented in the section 4.2,Massive and Intensive
Data Transfer.

The next Figure 5.4 presents the bandwidth by links for the transfers of5 different
sizes of messagesm. The messages are transferred in parallel among determinedquantity
of links (Wp). The different values of bandwidth in the transfer of them = 50MB,
m = 100MB, m = 150MB andm = 200MB present a similar behavior. Conversely
for the case ofm = 250MB the decrease of the bandwidth occurs when the number of
nodes grows. Initially, the bandwidth grows in the same way than the others, until the use
of 6 links.

Immediately, occurs a fall in the bandwidth and decrease to aminimal value1. Observ-
ing the gap analyzed before, thefalls in the bandwidth occurs when the gap increases.
Thesefalls are a bandwidth loss due to saturation, mainly due to the quantity of bytes

1This last minimal value remains when we increase in our teststhe number of links to50 for this transfer.
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transferred. This behavior for the transfer ofm = 250MB suggests an analysis presented
before in the Figure 5.3 specifically for the case of the gap influence in the switch.

Figure 5.4:Bandwidth by links in Grillon Cluster

On the other hand, in the Figure 5.4 exists differences in thebandwidth values between
each one of the curves, due mainly to the difference of the quantity of bytes transferred2.
However, this difference is more important between the measures of250MB and the
others. This low bandwidth suggests a saturation that produces high values of the gap by
k − packet.

In fact, it is necessary to remember that with the network saturation the gap is in-
creased, and also with the increase of the nodes the bandwidth is shared between the
connections. In consequence, the bandwidth reached for each link is limited. The values
of the gapĝ are most important in them = 250MB transfers than for the others, due to
the saturation and for some connections, there are highly gap values that may correspond
to packet loss, a characteristic of saturated networks.

The relation gap-bandwidth advise to make a further examination of the switch be-
havior for all data transfers. The bandwidth values presented before, indicate that the
shared bandwidth in the network depends of the number of simultaneous connections,
however, these results are not sufficient to insure that the links between the two clusters
are reached. The next Figure 5.5 presents the analysis of theswitch behavior, for transfer

2Treated in the model by the expressions 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4.
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of m = 50MB, m = 100MB, m = 150MB, m = 200MB andm = 250MB.

Figure 5.5:Switch Bandwidth of Grillon Cluster

In the Figure 5.5 is shown the increase of the bandwidth in theswitch in all transfers
of messages ofm = 50MB, m = 100MB, m = 150MB andm = 200MB. Also,
it exists an important difference between the bandwidth switch of m = 250MB and the
others, in the same way that the Figure 5.4. As is presented before, the bandwidth switch
for the transfer ofm = 250MB presents a regular increase until6 link. After there are a
bandwidth loss, due to saturation of the switch (bottleneck). After this fall, the increase
follows a small slope and reach to another bottleneck.

The switch behavior presents a sensibility to the increase of the connections. Each
connection transfers a determined quantity of bytes between a pair. But the influence is
not clear in the number of connections related with the size of the message. Therefore, an
analysis is necessary that takes the number of links to observe this influence during the
transfer.

Figure 5.6 shows the bandwidth by link, betweenWp = 1 until Wp = 10 links that
links pairs of processors. Each one of the link quantities isidentified with a different
color.

The Figure 5.6 contains the size of the messages transferredand the ordinates axe has
the bandwidth values in Megabytes per seconds.
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Figure 5.6:Bandwidth by Links involved in a Transfer on Grillon Cluster

It is interesting to observe in the Figure 5.6, how the increase of the links adds more
bytes in the network, but the general behavior remains stable. Of course, the growth
of the messages induces an increase of the gap, but the network manages the transfer
guaranteeing a constant and stable high bandwidth for each quantity of links. However,
the management of the transfer is efficient for the messages of sizes betweenm = 50MB
andm = 200MB, but not form = 250MB , because the capacity is outgrown. In
consequence, the bandwidth decays for this250MB transfer.

In other words, the connections are saturated when the quantity of m bytes transferred
exceeds the capacity of the network. This saturation is pronounced in the measures like
bandwidth loss. In the practice, saturations causes perturbations in the transfer, such as
bottlenecks. Precisely, the dramatical fall in the bandwidth values withm = 250MB
is due to the growth in the quantity of bytes transferred by link that affects the network
capacity. The space of time byk − packet grows and the bandwidth falls.

We have done the test in different local platforms of Grid’5000 infrastructure. The
behavior observed in several clusters varies for the same tests. These differences are due
to the influence of the architecture and the technological features of the platform in the
transfer. For example, the Figure 5.7 shows the measured gapfor the GDX Cluster during
the transfer ofm = 250MB. The gap values are presented in the same way that Figure
5.1: gap average (blue), gap minimal (green) and gap maximal(red).
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Figure 5.7:Measured gap for GDX Cluster

The gap time measured in GDX cluster is lower than the gap timeobserved in Grillon
cluster. Also, Figure 5.7 shows that thegap curvesare different qualitatively in relation
with the Grillon cluster gap curves.

Without making a comparison with other behaviors, the different gaps present im-
portant irregularities in specific quantity of links involved. However, is observable an
increase of the gap values to reach a specific value in them, almost in the gap maximal
and gap average.

Observing the curves of the gap maximal and gap average, we find that the behavior
is very similar and their values are close. The Figure 5.7 shows the same points of growth
of the gap for these results.

Clearly, the original behavior of the minimal gap is opposed to the behavior of the
maximal gap and average gap (only is the same with the use of1 and2 links). Neverthe-
less, when9 links are used in the transfer, a similar increase in the gap value is remarkable
in the three curves.

In the same way than Figure 5.2, Figure 5.8 shows the measuresof gap (blue line),
overhead send time (cyan line) and overhead reception time (red line) for GDX cluster
tests.
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Figure 5.8:Gap and Overhead measures in GDX Cluster

Notwithstanding that these measures are less stable than the activity in the Grillon
cluster tests, the results remains in the interval expected. The three measures are similar,
the synchronization method used in the tests with the barrier guarantees that the message
receive does not start before the message has been completely sent, and the differences
between the overhead send time and the overhead receive timeare explained by the gap.

Figure 5.9 presents the bandwidth observed during the messages transfer in the GDX
cluster. The sizes of messages are the same than for other tests: m = 50MB, m =
100MB, m = 150MB, m = 200MB andm = 250MB.
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Figure 5.9:Bandwidth in GDX Cluster

The bandwidth values presented in the Figure 5.9 are stable for the first transfer of
messages, it is to say for the sizesm = 50MB, m = 100MB, m = 150MB and
m = 200MB. The bandwidth observed during the transfer ofm = 250MB is different.
This bandwidth presents dramatic falls. And these falls occurs for different number of
links used.

In spite of these observations, the decrease observed in thebandwidth is interesting
because for all curves, it follows a similar tendency. The analysis of the gap permit to
explain this behavior. The growth of the gap produces an important delay in the transfer
that causes the falls in the bandwidth values. The saturation due to the quantity of bytes
transferred is noticeable in this cluster, and more when theparallel transfer increases.

The analysis of the switch behavior is proposed with the Figure 5.10. The Figure 5.10
presents the test results of the bandwidth in the switch during the transfer on GDX cluster.
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Figure 5.10:Bandwidth in GDX Switch Cluster

In the Figure 5.10, the switch bandwidth grows for all transfers similarly. They are
falls of the bandwidth for the transfer ofm = 250MB, but generally their behavior
remains following the same increase that the other transfers.

In general, the management of the connections made by the switch in GDX Cluster
search to maintain a high bandwidth during all transfers. Contrary of the observations
in Grillon cluster, where exists an important loss of the bandwidth due to the saturation
when250MB are transferred.

In synthesis, the particular behaviors observed in each cluster suggests that it is impor-
tant to take in account the gap influence in the intra-clustertransfer. Obviously, the gap
is affected by the quantity of bytes transferred and each local platform has implemented
specific mechanisms of transfer managed associated with their architecture.

At this point, is important to remember that the gap represents the reciprocal value of
the end to end bandwidth from node to node, then it establishes a relation between the
gap and the bandwidth to analyze.

Observing the figures 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.9 and 5.10, the bandwidth observed follows a
tendency. In the case of the switch analysis, bandwidth grows because the transfer manage
made for the switch search to guarantee the maximum capacityof transfer. In the case of
the links analysis, the bandwidth decreases because the capacity of each link is reached,
and the general network state is affected by the total quantity of bytes transferred.

On another hand, there are two aspects that should be analyzed to explain the distur-
bances in the measures: (1) the saturation of the network caused by the test at the transfer
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time, and (2) the contention in the benchmark program.

Making the test with a latency of60 microseconds on Grillon transfer, and using the
general expression 4.17 presented in the last section3, is possible to estimate the total
transfer time for all sizes of messages, as is presented in the Figure 5.11.

Figure 5.11:Transfer Time in Grillon Cluster

The high values of the gap presented for the transfer of250MB affects the general
transfer time, as is possible to see in the Figure 5.11. However, it is clearly that the
increase of the links in this transfer adds a delay, and this situation is observed also in the
other measures for other platforms.

In the case of the test on GDX transfer, the measured latency is the80 microseconds
at moment of the tests. The transfer time estimated for each one of the sizes of messages
are presented in the Figure 5.12.

3Of course, without the use of theOcgc overhead, because the transfer occurs in one cluster. It thesame
sense, we suppose a minimal influence of the file system (≈ 0) for this time estimation and for the next
estimation on GDX Cluster.
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Figure 5.12:Transfer Time in GDX Cluster

In these tests, the space between transfer times is more stable (without little distur-
bances, due to the cluster activity). Clearly exists a most difference between the transfer
of 50MB and the others, but remains stable. The other transfers, presents a clear growth
in their transfer time due in the same sense by the growths in the gap.

Comparing the times observed in these two platforms, presented in the figures 5.11
and 5.12, is possible to observe that the transfer time remains between similar intervals.
Of course, there are differences due mainly to the specific architectural characteristics and
the use of each one of them.

The cluster computing allow to analyze and describe the behavior of the massive and
parallel transfer using our proposal. In fact, we have used the size of the messages trans-
ferredm and the number of links involved in the transferWp, as main characteristics.
Knowing the latencyL, and supposing that the overhead is negligible in accordance with
our hypothesis presented in the chapter 4, we arrives to estimate the gap̂g, and using this
gap, we analyze the bandwidth by links and the bandwidth in the switch.

The opportunities provided by our model simplify the capture of values to analyze
the behavior, moreover if we search to describe the data transfer in terms of network
characteristics only. Evidently, this simplicity is provided also bypLogP for this type of
transfer in clusters. However, it is not the case for grid data transfer, that is treated in the
next section.
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5.2 Grid Computing Tests Results

The Grid computing tests makes the same type of transfer of the Cluster tests. In the
section 3.1,Measurement Methodology, we have presented the description of these types
of tests. The main goal of these tests is to observe the behavior capturing the parameters
associated with our proposition: values of gapĝ, overheads (mainly the overhead time
due to the environment exchange), latency at moment of the transfer occurs to estimate
the transfer cost, bandwidth, file system influence between others.

Grid computing transfer has specific characteristics. Remember the characteristics of
the transfer ”out” of the cluster, when the transfer processof a message of sizem occurs
the message transferred leaves the cluster environment in amoment to trip in a wide
network and finally arrives to another cluster environment.Undoubtedly, the transfer
time is affected by the changes of the environment, represented by overheads presents in
the inter-cluster switches, PoPs and routers.

Another important characteristic is the direction of the transfer. Even though the re-
sults selected shown here have a similar behavior, the direction of transfer is defined in
each one of the figures.

Figure 5.13 shows the results of the gap measures for a transfer of messages of size
m = 250MB. The transfer occurs between the GDX and Grillon clusters inGrid’5000
platform. Measures of gap corresponds to gap average (blue), gap maximal (red) and gap
minimal (green).

Figure 5.13:Measures of gap for GDX-Grillon Transfer
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In the Figure 5.13, the initial transfers that involve few links present falls in the gap
values. After, the gap remains stable. However, observing the gap maximal curve, when
the number of links grows considerably, the gap values increase to reach one more time a
relative high value, near to the original value of the gap.

This behavior is expected, because each one of the environments (cluster and grids)
and the devices that are in the middle of the Grid platform (and take part of the Grid trans-
fer) adds delays between thek− packet transmissions. Thus, the data management in the
Grid wide connection guarantee a high capacity in comparison with the data management
in the cluster platforms, on the other hand the transmissioncapacity is more high. Thus,
the curves of the gap are more stable in the grid transfers than in the cluster transfers.

In fact, when the capacity term is used here, this term not only is related with the
hardware features. It is important to observe that the topology and network management
inside of the cluster are different than the Grid. Moreover,if the shared resources during
the cluster transfer are highly committed by the users (sameif the different process that
runs in concurrence does not implies an external interaction), giving a high concurrency.

The Figure 5.14 shows the gap and overhead measures for a transfer between GDX
and Grillon clusters. Indeed, the values of overhead, corresponds to the overhead ex-
changeOcgc, during a transfer ofm = 250MB and with a latency ofL = 1415, 13
microseconds at moment of the tests.

Figure 5.14:Gap and Overhead Measures for GDX-Grillon Transfer

The values of the overhead exchangeOcgc are close to gap̂g values. It is not a surprise
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because the delay due to the gap in the transmission affects the time of reception and sent
of the message in the network device. On the other hand, the measures ofOs andOr that
corresponds to overhead in the nodes are negligible with regards to their values with the
other parameters in this type of tests.

Figure 5.15 shows the bandwidth for the Grid transfer between GDX and Grillon
clusters. The size of messages transferred arem = 50MB, m = 100MB, m = 150MB,
m = 200MB andm = 250MB.

Figure 5.15:Bandwidth for GDX-Grillon Transfer

Observing the Figure 5.15, the bandwidth values for the transfer ofm = 50MB re-
mains constant in all quantity of links used. The relative quantity of bytes transferred does
not saturate dramatically the network. At this point is important to say that at moment
of the tests, the latency was2652, 70 microseconds. For the other transfers of messages,
m = 100MB, m = 150MB andm = 200MB, the bandwidth growths to reach a relative
high value quickly and after remains stable and the latency was of1375, 27 microseconds.

The difference of bandwidth values is not much, only of0, 5 tenths betweenm =
50MB transfer and the others. But, for an application that runs in aGrid environment in
concurrency with other applications, this difference should add an important cost in the
total performance.

Taking in account the scale of the measures, different explanations explain this behav-
ior. First, the relativelow bandwidth values for the transfer ofm = 50MB remain stable
because there are not a real saturation in the devices or links, due to the high capacity of
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the channels and Grid devices.
Second, for all size messages transfer, a quick saturation is reached, caused by the

mechanisms of management of data in the high speed networks used in the Grid in-
terconnection. The goal is to guarantee a small growths in the delays for saturation or
deliverance. In other words, provides a high bandwidth connection.

5.2.1 Contention and Overhead

Actually, contention in the short messages is ignored, but in the transfer of large mes-
sages, as it is the case of this work, analysis of the contention is important.

Different works propose extensions of theLogP model, add parameters to estimate
the contention [40] [108]. The parameterCn is added to study the impact of the data and
process mapping, in other words, locality or the message size on network contention.

In our approach, the overhead values measured permit to knowin an experimental
way, the delay due to contention network and the delay due to contention in the interfaces.
Both cases, with a hard influence of the size of message, make possible to build a relation
between the number of nodes/processors that are implied in the transfer and the quantity
of links that interconnect them.

The Figure 5.16 shows the overhead time measured in the grid transfer between GDX
and Grillon clusters, for different sizes of messages, eachone identified with a specific
color.

Figure 5.16:Overhead in GDX-Grillon Transfer
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The overhead time represents the delay due to the environment exchange (Cluster-
Grid), in accord with the hypothesis presented before, in the section 4.4,Cluster and Grid
Overhead Time.

In the Figure 5.16, we can observe how the increase of the bytes transferred affects
the overhead and obviously, adds a delay that impacts the network contention. The lowest
values of overhead time corresponds to the smallest size of messages, in this case for a
transfer ofm = 50MB, and the highest overhead time corresponds to the largest size of
messages, it is to say,m = 250MB.

The overhead time remains constant when is increased the number of links, because
the time that take the message to change the environment is the same. This time is only
limited by the capacity of the device responsible of the connection cluster to grid, and
normally, this capacity is not affected by the underlying capacity of the communication
protocol or by the link capacity.

In the same Figure 5.16, it is possible to see a little variation between the use of one
link and the rest. The variation is more notable when the sizeof messages grows. These
little variations in the first values of the overhead time aredue to the change of the network
state at moment to start the tests.

To analyze the different overhead time increase during the transfers, it is necessary to
present the results as a function of link quantity involved in the parallel transfer. In this
sense, the Figure 5.17 shows the overhead time values of the different transfers by link.

Figure 5.17:Overhead in GDX-Grillon Transfer by links
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Clearly, Figure 5.17 permit to see the influence of the size of message in the transfer
time. The increase of the overhead time is linear, when the size of message is increased
independently of the number of links used at time of the transfer.

Thus, the size of message is the main factor that affects the overhead time in a Grid
transfer. The little variation observed by the transfer using a link not affects really this
affirmation, because the growth tendency of the overhead time observed in the Figure 5.17
presents the same linear behavior.

Other characteristics as the influence of the synchronization or the heterogeneity could
be studied with these results. For example, in the case of thesynchronization, it is possible
to modify the tests sending asynchronous messages, but our interest is to see a parallel
and massive data transfer among the two types of networks (Cluster network and Grid
network). In the case of asynchronous messages, a delay should be added in the general
transfer time.

On the other hand, to analyze the heterogeneity, it is necessary to take into account
the topology of the network with techniques associated to discover the specific topology
and architectural features of the platform. For example, the delay adding by the processor
interruption or specific memory management, or the delay adding by the different capac-
ities of the network devices presents in each one of the involved platforms between other
possibilities.

These cases are analyzed with methodologies proposed by several authors using test
results similar to our tests [17] [40] [75] [108].

At this point, we have observed different measures for high bandwidth data transfer.
The measures are related with network characteristics, using our reinterpretation of the
pLogP parameters withLOĝWP parameters. We take measures ofĝ to analyze the delay
of time due to partitioning of the message ink − packages and drawing the relation
between the gap and the bandwidth, we succeeded to analyze and measure the bandwidth.
In the same sense, we can take the latency at the moment of tests and we can consider the
occupation of the network and their availability.

Grid data transfer implies environment exchange. The environment exchange creates
a backlog in the data transfer, that is possible to measure when the data leaves the local
platform where the message is sent and when arrives to the remote local platform in-
volved in the reception. This overheadO allows to analyze factors as the contention in
the exchange network devices.

On the other hand, our proposition reaches to analyze the data transfer behavior con-
sidering the number of links between nodes. In fact, in termsof communication, the
number of links used to interconnect the nodes give more information that the number of
processors. In our approach, we use, the most simple presumption: the nodes are linked
between peers for a link among them. Using the number of links, we can observe what
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happening during a parallel transfer. In these simultaneous transfers the quantity of bytes
that travels each link, add a charge to the network. And when we say before, permits to
describe the communication process associated with network characteristics.

However, an estimation of the total transfer time and each one of the last values of
LOĝWP is sufficient to understand the behavior of a data transfer. It is necessary to
analyze the transfer cost, that allows to qualify the efficiency or not of the transfer.

5.3 Transfer Cost Analysis

Knowing the efficiency of a communication as a function of theamount of bytes
transferred, it is possible to analyze the transfer cost. The methodology used in this work
implies the observation of the completion time of the transmission.

Basically, as is described in the section 4.3, we can use the relation between the la-
tency, the gap and the overheads to observe efficiency. This relation is known asλ and it
allows to estimate the transfer cost, depending the values of λ.

Figure 5.18 shows the values ofλ that represents the relation between theL latency
and thêg gap by number of links that relies the nodes. The latency remains low in these
tests (60 microseconds)

Figure 5.18:Cost Analysis of the Transfers in Grillon cluster (Low latency)

In this Figure 5.18, is possible to see how the increase of thesize of message affects
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the transfer cost. Obviously, the total quantity of bytes transferred is increasing each
time that a new links is added. In consequence, each new link between processors adds a
transfer cost. The values of the relationL/ĝ are less than1. This situation supposes that
the cost generated by the transfer is due to the delay in the gap and this figure shows that
this transfer cost decreases when the difference between the Latency and the gap is lower.

Growing the latency (≈ 1 second), the Figure 5.19 shows the transfer cost behavior
represented by the relationL/ĝ. Theseλ values changes however the similarity in the
curves shown in the Figure 5.19.

Figure 5.19:Cost Analysis of the Transfers in Grillon cluster (High latency)

In this figure, the values of the relationL/ĝ are high, and more of1. Obviously, this
behavior is due to the cost related with the high values of thelatency. The gap̂g values
are the same values of the previous test.

The idea to changes the latency values and to observe these two different behaviors,
reach to observe the different cases of cost presented before in the section 4.3 about the
λ values. In the first case, whereλ < 1, the data transfer cost is dominated by the gapĝ.
The second case, showsλ > 1 values, that implies that the data transfer cost is dominated
by the high latencyL.

Now to analyze the data transfer cost between two local platforms that implies a grid
computing exchange, we use the parametersĝ, L andO of our model, using the expression
4.9 explained in the section 4.3,Transfer Cost. These grid computing transfers are con-
ducted in the same way of the other past experiences (Massiveand parallel data transfer
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among the links that interconnect nodes in two different local platforms).

Figure 5.20 contains the analysis cost in relation with the size of message transferred
in a two types of Grid computing transfers.First, using a network with a capacity of
1GB/s and second, with a network with a capacity of2.5/GB/s. The latency is1413, 49
microseconds. (Actually, the capacities of the Grid entities are most important than the
cluster as is also their use4.).

Figure 5.20:Transfer Cost Analysis for GDX-Grillon clusters

Although the capacities of the Grid entities, in any case is affected by the transmission
capacity of the communication channel. As is observed in theFigure 5.20, the high values
of λ represents a large difference between the gap and the latency, due to the high use of
the Grid network, independently of the data management shown by the stable values of
the gap.

Figure 5.21 shows the transfer cost but in relation with the number of links implied
in the transfer with a high latency. The cost is related with the latency and the possible
high values ofOcgc that involves a possible busy time of the deliverance in the network
interfaces, and in consequence, contention or saturation in the devices.

4On another hand, the management of the data transfer in a Gridnetwork is more efficient than a cluster
network. However, the increase of the transfer cost betweenthe different sizes of messages is noticeable.
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Figure 5.21:Transfer Cost Analysis for GDX-Grillon clusters by links

The specificλ analysis provides information about the transfer cost due to gap values
and effective transference delay, determined by the latency. For other latency values, the
behavior is the same, with the similar curves with an increase of the values if we use
more high values of the latency. In fact, the transfer cost ishigh on the Grid computing
network, because the exchanges of the environment, distance and use of the network adds
time delaysto the transfer.

Consequently, the different parameters proposed have a roledescription. The gap̂g
provide important information about the delays due to the data transfer itself, but the trans-
fer cost is only known with theλ relation. In the same sense, the analysis of the overheads
time give information about the time involved during the environment exchange, and al-
lows to analyze saturation or contention that generate busytime in the network devices.
But the influence with the transfer cost is quantified implyingthe λ analysis, as is pre-
sented before.

Indeed, there exist other factors important to observe, that are the case of the data
placement and the data access. To handle these, we propose ananalysis of the file system
influence in the data transfer process, presented in the nextsection.
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5.4 File Systems Sensibility

Section 4.5 presents the theoretical assumptions of the File System influence in the
data transfer5. To handle these assumptions, is measured the parameters proposed by our
methodology to observe the behavior of data transfer in various file systems on each one
local platform.

The results presented here, correspond to experiences madein two file systems in
GDX Cluster: NFS [127] and dNFSp [82]. Basically, they consistin sending and receiv-
ing data upon a cluster deployed with NFS and, later, with dNFSp.

The goal of these tests is to measure the transfer time of the cluster platform upon
the two systems. The delay between consecutive transfers ofmessages leads to define a
relationship between the number of nodes used in the transfer and the size of the messages
transferred. The volume of data transfered between nodes bylink is the same so the total
amount increases with the number of nodes.

Figures 5.22 and 5.23 show the influence of the file system in time for transfers of
50MB upon NFS and upon dNFSp respectively. For NFS tests (Figure 5.22) , 1 NFS
server is used with59 clients. The Figure 5.22 shows the time average (red) and the
maximal (green) and minimal (blue).

5This subject is part of the work developed by the CAPES/COFEBUC action between the LIG-
Montbonnot Laboratory at Montbonnot-St Martin, France andthe GPPD-UFRGS Laboratory at Porto Ale-
gre, Brazil.
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Figure 5.22:File System Sensibility for 50MB transfer in NFS

The measure of time was taken during consecutive transfers between nodes in the
platform. The number of processors is shown in thex axis and the measure of the time
in the y axis, in seconds. A total of60 nodes were used in these tests. The tests were
repeated 3 times for each case.

Figure 5.23 presents the dNFSp tests. In these tests,6 nodes are used as metaservers
and IOD’s; the remaining54 nodes are clients. The Figure 5.23 shows the time average
(red) and the maximal (purple) and minimal (blue).
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Figure 5.23:File System Sensibility for 50MB transfer in dNFSp

Comparing the Figures 5.22 and 5.23, we can exhibit the behavior of the two file
systems and quantify an influence on the transfer. Observingthe measures in the NFS
tests, it is possible to observe the initial saturation represented by the high values. When
the number of nodes increases, these values decrease to remain in intervals more stable.
For dNFSp tests, the time falls to a minimal value and then it rises and remains stable.

To continue with the analysis of the file system on the transfer, we propose an analysis
of the bandwidth for the data transfer in each one of the file systems used. In this way,
the figures 5.24 and 5.25 show the analysis of the bandwidth taking into account the file
system influence for both files system in study, done on real tests. The bandwidth is
presented for transfers of50MB for both NFS (Figure 5.24) and dNFSp (Figure 5.25)
deployed in the platform.

The Figure 5.24 shows the maximal bandwidth (blue), minimal(green) and average
(red). For each one of the measures is take the maximal influence of time presented
before, and also take in account the maximal gap in the transfer for all measures.
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Figure 5.24:File System Sensibility - Bandwidth for 50MB transfer in NFS

The two figures show, for both cases, the quick saturation of the network and, after
that, a stable behavior. For the50MB transfers in NFS, the values seem to increase. For
dNFSp, on the contrary, after the saturation, we can observea decrease of the bandwidth.
However, the decrease and increase of values are not steep. The management done by the
dNFSp servers guarantees a stability in the transfer. Thosevariations are the consequence
of the increase of processors (clients). They are minimal ascan be seen in Figure 5.25.
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Figure 5.25:File System Sensibility - Bandwidth for 50MB transfer in dNFSp

The Figure 5.25 shows the maximal bandwidth (blue), minimal(green) and average
(red) as the last Figure 5.24 . In the same way, for each one of the measures is take the
maximal influence of time presented before, and also take in account the maximal gap in
the transfer for all measures.

Comparing the behavior of the two file systems, it is possible to observe the similar
bandwidth performance, the difference lies in the saturation point. Since the bandwidth is
also influenced by the number of synchronized connections, it’s necessary to observe the
total bandwidth as is shown in the Figures 5.26 and 5.27 .
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Figure 5.26:File System Sensibility - Bandwidth Shared for 50MB transferin NFS

In the Figure 5.26, a quick look may find that the behavior is similar, however, the
space between the two bandwidths grows when the number of connections is increased.
Same behavior for the case presented in dNFSp (Figure 5.27).
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Figure 5.27:File System Sensibility - Bandwidth Shared for 50MB transferin dNFSp

In the Figure 5.26, a quick look may find that the behavior is similar, however, the
space between the two bandwidths grows when the number of connections is increased.

The comparison between dNFSp and NFS shows that there are a similar behavior in
the transfer for both systems. A first approach suggests thatNFS isslightly betterfor this
case of transfer. However there is a difference in the configuration of the test, the use
of six servers for dNFSp and one for NFS affects the network behavior. Sensibility in
network transfer explains this difference, but, the high rate of transfer guaranteed by the
increase of the bandwidth if the number of clients grows and the total bytes transferred
shows the high efficiency in the data transfer process for dNFSp.

It is clear that several aspects affects the data transfer behavior during the execution
of application that implies a data-massive production, transfer and consumption. We ex-
posed in this section a performance measurement of the file systems sensitivity to handle
data access and data placement. In the section 4.5,File System Influence, we have inte-
grated the effect of the file system in the transfer process toour model, as a delay time in
function of a specific file system.

The results presented here shows a quantification of the file system influence in ac-
cordance with the characteristics of the transfer (size of message, number of links used
between the clients and servers, latency), However to considers the values ofTFS is nec-
essary the use of the modeling proposed before in the section4.5, and made an integration
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with the network characteristics in accordance with the expression 4.13.
Now, considering the relationmt = 48768 for a maximal size of block possible in

NFS= 32k and a quantity total of blocks transferred form = 50MB, of = 1524. The
values oftps are between7, 0 and7, 8. Then, theTFS estimated should be0, 14 seconds
approximately in these tests.

In the case of the dNFSp, the relationmt = 49280 for a maximal size of block possible
of = 64k and a quantity total of blocks transferred form = 50MB, of 770. The values of
tps are between5, 0 and5, 7 Then, theTFS estimated should be0, 19 approximately for
the tests presented before.

In fact, there are other aspects, such as the case with is useda network with a worst
performance in relation with the actual capacities of a Gridinfrastructure. Thisworstcase
may be rare, due to the technological possibilities. However, when thisworst performance
occurs, it produces falls in the bandwidth, high delays in several measures, as is presented
in the next section.

5.5 Anomalies in the Worst Case

Following with the realistic performance using our model, we present the case of
the parallel and massive data transfer occurs in low performance networks. Section 4.6
presents a special case for worst cases of transfer. A strategy to characterize the worst
behavior in anomalies that has seen in tests has falls of bandwidth or great values of
gap, overhead and another parameters due to saturation is toestimate aanomaly value or
parameter.

Two different scenarios of tests have been used to identify the falls of bandwidth a
time of the saturation due to the low capacity of the network or their intensive use, and in
consequence, to calculate the anomaly parameterĀp.

In the first scenario, two old clusters of the Grid’5000 platform interconnected with
a normal network (not the high speed network) are used. The results of these tests are
presented in past works [10] [11], but not with the analysis of the falls of bandwidth,
represented with a parameter of anomalies. The clusters hasbeen the IDPOT Cluster and
ICluster-2, in the Grenoble site.

IDPOT was an experimental Beowulf cluster at ID-IMAG Laboratory. It is made with
48 nodes Bi-Xeon Dell 1600SC 2.5 GHz processors, 1.5 Gb. RAM ECC and a gigabit
network. Since 2004, IDPOT works with Linux 2.4.26. ID-POT does not available for
works after 2006.

I-Cluster2was the first cluster with Itanium-2 technology in France. This cluster is
made of 104 nodes Itanium-2 with 64 bits, 900 MHz and 3.0 Gb. ofRAM, a Myrinet and
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a Fast Ethernet network. The system provides a total of 208 processors and 312 Gb. of
RAM memory and a disc capacity of 7.5 Tb. For more information visit the I-Cluster2
web site.

The second scenario is a high capacity network with full use.This behavior is not ev-
ident, but in the experiences show here, it is possible to identify the falls in the bandwidth
and estimate different̄Ap values.

Figure 5.28 shows a comparison between IDPOT and I-Cluster bandwidth for a trans-
fer of 100MB between pairs of processors. This bandwidth corresponds toa measure
using the assumption that exists a link between a pair of processors. Notorious falls in
the bandwidth are observed due to rapid saturation that causes bottlenecks in the transfer.
The latency is irregular and it presents different values asis shown later.

Figure 5.28:I-Cluster2 and IDPot Clusters Bandwidth Comparison

Observing the latency behavior in one of the cluster, in thiscase in I-Cluster2, pre-
sented in the Figure 5.29, disturbances increase the latency in determined numbers of
pairs. Indeed, the latency is measured by each transfer by link, and as is observable in the
Figure 5.29, the behavior is irregular.

In the same way that the Figure 5.28, the delay time due to the quick saturation of the
network causes high and irregular values of the latency.
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Figure 5.29:I-Cluster Cluster Latency Disturbances

Observing Figures 5.28 and 5.29, two intervals of performance are identified, in rela-
tion with the number of processors. Then, it is possible to propose two values of̄Ap that
correspond to each interval.

Clearly, the values measures for the latency are very high fora normal use. Then,
clearly the values possibles for̄Ap will be high ( In this case is̄Ap << 1, however a case
should be with values of̄Ap >> 1).

In the second scenario, using the information of the Grid transfer between GDX and
Grillon clusters, is possible to estimate transfer cost in worst cases of network availability,
for example, by excessive use that causes congestion in the resources.

Figure 5.30 shows the bandwidth measured for a speed congestion of the resources,
due to a high real use in relation with the availability of thenetwork. The values of the
bandwidth are low in comparison with the experiences presented before, but the behavior
remains stable.

With other observations, for example, with a excessive use in two different networks,
also using the information of the GDX-Grillon transfer, theFigure 5.31 appears to show
very high values of lambda and in consequence, an excessive cost of transfer due in this
case for the great values of the latency. The values ofλ are predicted using the relation
between the latency, the gapĝ and the overheads, presented in the section 4.3.
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Figure 5.30:GDX-Grillon Transfer: Bandwidth Worst Case Measurement

Figure 5.31:GDX-Grillon Transfer: Lambda predicted for Worst Case
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Different issues for the anomaly parameter may be proposed.For example,Āp can
be describe as limitations of a determined network or architecture. Also, the anomaly
parameter may be useful to predict the behavior of a data transfer for an application that
currently runs between two very different networks.

In this sense, the table 5.1 is proposed to show theAp values comparing the two
different measures presented here6 : aworstcase for a network of2.0GB/s and anormal
case for a network of10GB/s.

Wp Bworst B Ap

1 3,39 3,39 0,00
2 3,60 3,62 0,02
3 3,61 3,63 0,02
4 3,60 3,61 0,01
5 3,53 3,62 0,09
6 3,55 3,63 0,08
7 3,56 3,63 0,07
8 3,59 3,64 0,05
9 3,61 3,63 0,02
10 3,44 3,63 0,19

Table 5.1:Āp for Worst Case of250MB Transfer2.0GB/s .

Nevertheless the values of theAp should be consideredlow to be representatives in
this two cases, it shows a characteristics value that is observable when we analyze the
transfer cost, and more, considering the disturbances in the latency of the network, a
feature in low performance networks.

Now, following with our proposition to realistic performance evaluation, the observa-
tion of data transfer behavior is necessary to validate the applicability of our proposition.
These observations in real systems is presented in the next section.

5.6 Observations in Real Systems

In the context of this research, it is very important to validate the use of our model to
evaluate the performance in real systems. The reduction of parameters and the method-
ology techniques proposed in this work, aims to provide an implementable and simplistic
model to predict and performance evaluation.

6Where B is the bandwidth.
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In the last sections, different tests are presented using a specific benchmark tool. How-
ever the observation on real systems implies the use of toolsand interpretation of the
results with respect to the model.

In this chapter, the validation has been made mainly on a specific system: Gedeon.
However, other cases are studied and the results of our analysis are described in a special
section.

5.6.1 Gedeon

The Gedeon Project [49] is a project that search made an hybrid system between a File
System Management and a Data Base Management System integrate in a Grid comput-
ing middleware to make data management. The project is addressing the bioinformatics
community needs.

The work associated with Gedeon, implies data access, synchronization, semantic
process, community support and so on. Figure 5.32 shows the position of the Gedeon
middleware in a general system of data management for two possible uses. The data
come from instruments and are stored in specialized data bases. The treatment of data
begins after a request and depending of this, the data accessimplies only a meta-data
access or a completion data transfer.

Figure 5.32:Gedeon System

In any case the data has been shared between peers and the datamanagement is pro-
posed in different levels, mainly in meta-data level to improve the performance in data
access. Figure 5.33 shows the data distribution for two clusters.
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Figure 5.33:Gedeon Data Distribution

In the Figure 5.33, there are three phases for the data distribution. First, the request
by the client, second, a meta-data access and third, the data-access. In each one of the
phases, different entities take part. Obviously, in the first phase, the semantic cache and
in the subsequent phases the meta-data and data servers, andthe record cache.

The measurement process for this real case of performance evaluation of data transfer
implies the use of monitoring tools such ascodessynthetics. These codes are placed
to capture the different parameters of our proposition. Then, we can measure the total
transfer time and estimate the parameterĝ using our hypothesis presented before.

The observations include the measured of gap for 4 differentrequests, that corresponds
to 4 different sizes of responses:54, 74MB, 75, 3MB, 132, 83MB and150, 39MB and
4 different semantic work charges. The tests has been made between 1 to 30 servers, using
the GDX and Grillon clusters of the Grid’5000 platform. The referencesR90, R60 R30
andR0 are the semantic work charge, whereR0 represents an uniform work charge and
R90 represents90% of non-uniformity in the requests7.

Taking the gap as reference measured, the Figure 5.34 shows the measured gap by the
observations in Gedeon system. It is interesting to see the fall in the values of the gap with

7In fact, this type of requests are part of the general requirements to observe in Gedeon Project to
characterize the availability and the response time of the system to different type of requests.
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the increase of the number of server used for all type of the requests. The blackout values
between 5 to 7 servers are very small values of gap. The latency was60 microseconds at
moment of tests.

Figure 5.34:Gedeon Gap measured

In the Figure 5.34 is observable a relative decreased in the values of the gap. As the
size of message transferred by links are not sufficiently great to saturate the network, the
values of the gap remains on low values.

Drawing on the information given by the gap, the Figure 5.35 shows the bandwidth
presented in the experiences in Gedeon System. The bandwidth estimation was made for
4 different measures, in accordance with the last measures of the gap presented in the
Figure 5.34
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Figure 5.35:Gedeon Bandwidth Measured

In the Figure 5.35 the falls of the bandwidth for theR0 andR30 request, are due by
the size of the answers. They are by:150, 39MB in the case of theR0 and132, 83MB
for R30

Finally, the Figure 5.36 shows the transfer estimated time for the last tests, using
our proposition. Indeed, the high values of time are for the transfer which implies more
quantity of bytes transferred.
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Figure 5.36:Gedeon Transfer Time

In all cases, how the transfer time is affected by thegap, it exist an increase in the
values of the transfer time. However, due to the increase of the capacity of transfer guar-
antee by the grows in the bandwidth, the transfer time decaysto stable values that remains
when the number of server increase to 30.

Analyzing the results of these tests in Gedeon System, we canconclude that the band-
width observed is sufficient to guarantee a stable performance, same when the number of
servers and clients is increased. In the same way, for all sizes of transfers and all type of
the requests, the data transfer can be reduced, obviously, increasing the number of nodes.

In practical terms, this experience to estimate the performance in terms of data transfer
usingLOĝWp is interesting, because our approach allows to profit the facility to capture
the values of the gap and make a relation with the bandwidth, that provides information
allows the capacity of transfer of the system.

Due to the type of tests, we have not presented the values of the overhead, because
they are very close to the gap values, and in any case for our needs, the estimation of the
bandwidth in the use of Gedeon demands consider the gap as reference measure. How-
ever, the overhead delays are considered in the estimation of the transfer time, presented
in the Figure 5.36, and also the other parameters such the latency and the number of links.
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5.7 Image Deployment

The methodology has been used in the observation of another cases, mainly in Grid
Computing applications that deliver great data set volumes.One of the cases is the de-
ployment of an image in the nodes of Grid’5000 platform, in the context of the ANR-
MEG Project [105]. The project aims to develop applicationsto multi scale modelling for
Electromagnetism studies in Grid platforms.

To runs the compute environments is necessary to deploy the image that contains the
MEG compute tools in several nodes. Each image contains 600 MB approximately. This
deployment in Grid ’5000 platform is made with the use of Kadeploy of Ka-Tools [81].

The deployment process in one node requires 250 seconds. Where a important per-
centage of the time corresponds to transmission of the server in the node. Obviously,
when the number of nodes implied in deployment is increased in the same cluster, the
deployment time grows reach use the maximal capacity of the network, after this point,
the behavior remains.

In the same way, when the nodes implied are of different clusters, the observations
shows the same behavior observed in the use of the benchmark tool presented in the
chapter 3.1. Figure 5.37 shows the gap observed for two different transfers between two
clusters of Grid’5000, in this case Pastel cluster in Toulouse site and Azur cluster in
Sophia-Antipolis site . The average of the transfer time is 130 seconds, and they are used
two MEG Images, one with300MB and another with550MB. The latency was≈ 60
microseconds.
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Figure 5.37:Gap measured in MEG Environment Deployment

On another hand, the bandwidth in the same transfer is presented in the Figure 5.38.
Same that the experiences made with the benchmark tool, the bandwidth grows to a point
for 2 links and after remains stable in interval for the two measures between4, 2MB/s
and4, 5MB/s.
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Figure 5.38:Bandwidth in MEG Environment Image Deployment

The bandwidth measures for the two transfers show an initialincrease, due to de
quickly saturation of the link, scaling a most high possiblevalue of bandwidth for the
transfer. In the Figure 5.38, we can see that although the difference in bytes transferred,
the bandwidth has similar values. Obviously, these values are affected by the increase of
the gap, but as is possible to see in the Figure 5.37, the gap remains stable for this type of
transfer, but with high values.

This analysis of deployment process using our approach is interesting, because allows
to observe the behavior in terms of capacity and use of the network during a massive data
transfer, such as the transfer of an environment image amongdifferent nodes in real time.

In the same way that the other tests, the capture of the gap values allows to estimate
the bandwidth during the data transfer, with a minimal cost for intrusiveness. Also we
can estimate the transfer cost observing theλ relation and also using the other parameters
we can exhibit the different delays associated with the network exchange, as is the case
of the overhead for example.
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5.8 Discussion

Modeling to performance evaluation of distributed environments, as Grid computing,
is complex. The implementation and use of the models, such asexperiments or moni-
toring of real systems, is difficult. The utility of a model inperformance evaluation is
measured not only by its capacity of prediction but also by portability and pertinence in
the description provided. On the other hand, the testing andvalidation of this type of pro-
posals require an understanding of the utility of the mathematical formalisms of the model
and a knowledge about the platform testbed and observer/user needs (What is important
or interesting to see, and Where?).

In this document we have said that communication is a critical process to measure and
monitoring, moreover when the communication process implies distributed systems and
a necessity to observe the communications in real time, during a current use. Unfortu-
nately, oftencritical is associated withcomplex. However, in order to propose a realistic
approach, useful for the performance evaluation in real time, we propose a parameters
reduction and a reinterpretation of the parameters used inLogP for our needs. This ap-
proach allows to simplify the observation of the behavior, identify the key parameters
and propose a methodology to implement this approach with performance evaluations
techniques.

The measurement techniques used give information about thedata transfer behavior in
terms of network characteristics. Precisely, this information allows to estimate the capac-
ity, availability, loss and delay of the data transmission on the Grid computing platform
during the use of a specific application. Results of the tests presented here, shows the
utility of our approach, as a systematic and hybrid perspective8 that permits to develop
an analytical model applicable to data transfer on Clusters and Grids environments. Of
course, taking into account important architectural differences that affect the behavior.

Clearly, the analysis of the results permits to observe different information to set our
case of transfer. For example, the relation between the transfer cost and the size of mes-
sage transferred by link. Or, the increase of the network activity due to the increase of the
number of connection between nodes and also, the influence ofthe file system activity.

Even thought a model tries to cover a large range of possible cases, is not possible
to build universalmodels and the limitations of use of a model must be identified. Our
proposed model does not manage fault tolerance, it always supposes that the delivery
message arrives to their destination and the prediction is made for the case of parallel,
massive and simultaneous transfer in Grid computing platforms. Evidently is possible to
treat special situations, such as the case when the data transfer occurs in a non-high band-
width network of for an use of the resources that cause saturation or congestion. A first

8In terms of theoretic and practical point of view.
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approach is to estimate the degree of the possible transfer perturbations as disturbances or
anomalies.

The anomalies are identifiable as falls in the bandwidth or dramatical and sudden
increase of the transfer time, latency, gap or overhead values. In opposition with the
general argument of our thesis, that is not adding new parameters, we propose the use of
the anomaly parameter to quantify the loss bandwidth. However, is possible to describe
the data transfer behavior without use new parameters, suchas the case of the network
contention, that we can explain in terms of overheads due to the environment exchanges
(Cluster-Environment to Grid Environment).

Actually, the advantages of our model proposal and their integration with the measure-
ments permit an easy description of the data transfer behavior and an efficient measure-
ment. Apparently, the descriptions proposed bypLogP or the other models are sufficient
to handle the problematic exposed, but as is presented in thedevelopment of the past
discussions and how the tests shown, the representation of the data transfer process de-
mands the use of network entities, this type of description is not provided by anyLogP
extensions enough.

5.9 Conclusion

The tests presented in this chapter, show the advantages of theLOĝWP implementa-
tion for performance evaluation techniques and the important information provided by the
modeling for various analysis. For example, we can analyze the influence of exchange of
data using different file systems or the overhead time due to the change of environment
cluster-grid, using real data in real time. In other words,LOĝWP model offers good
possibilities to realistic performance evaluation.

However it exists limitations clearly observed in the presented tests that suggest ad-
ditional experiments to identify the precise causes of these limitations. These additional
experiments are conducted currently in the context of derived works.

Furthermore, a current additional focus of research is the validation of the model on
Grid computing simulation frameworks. This focus allows toexplore another possibilities
of the model, addressed to design of algorithms to communication management from
theoretical assumptions.
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6.1 General Discussion

The production and consumption of large volumes of information in Grid computing
systems generate parallel and massive data transfers. So, this type of data transfer is a
critical factor in Grid computing application performances1. It implies the intensive use
of shared network resources between users, applications and services. Often, this high
use changes dynamically, involves heterogeneity and concurrency.

Then, the opportunities and capacity offered by Grid Computing become non famil-
iar in terms of efficient use. To handle this, several strategies are proposed to design
algorithms to schedule or management communication and data access, based on formal
expressions of communication process, models and so on, to implemented protocols. All
with the purpose to take advantage of the resources for a minimal cost. However, the
problem of the prediction remains. Then, the performance evaluation appears to handle
the prediction problem.

Performance evaluation aims to describe systems to predicttheir behavior. Com-
monly, the Grid computing and HPC community, propose modelsto describe transfer
characteristics in terms of parallel architectures, basedin OGSA. With the different levels
identified clearly (infrastructure, resources and applications), it is important to observe
the interactions between them, to guarantee an adequate description of the phenomenon
(in this case, data transfer) and an good prediction.

On the other hand, we have the need to observe and predict the behavior during the
real use of the Grid computing systems. In fact, applications that runs in Production Grid
computing platforms can not be interrupted for performanceevaluation2. A Production
Grid computing platform guarantees a pervasive and continuous service, it can not be
isolated in one only application execution. A Grid computing application, that runs in

1Even though advances in technology provide high capacity innetwork resources and communication
protocols.

2In practical terms, because in any case an application should be stopped in any time but is not correct.
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these type of platforms, is in concurrence with others and their observation is affected
by this situation. So, the techniques of monitoring implemented to observe and analyze
behaviors during areal timeshould not be complex and they cannot add overheads due to
intrusiveness in the system in observation.

The research involved in this thesis work, propose an analytical model that considers
infrastructure characteristics and application specifications to the specific problem of the
parallel and massive data transfer on Grid computing platforms. Of course, the utility of
the analytical model is in terms of prediction and implementation in easy performance
evaluation techniques. Our proposal uses few parameters toanalyze the behavior and the
measurement of these parameters, as is presented before, iseasily and it can be made
using synthetics codes (implemented in benchmark tools or monitor systems). Indeed,
the problem proposed is at the same time a challenge because it eliminates the complex-
ity of the problem to guarantee implementation of the model in cheapest3 performance
evaluation techniques.

Performance evaluation community classified this type of approach ashybrid point of
viewof performance evaluation [77] [90] [96] [130]. This hybridpoint of view, demands
a detailed analysis of all network characteristics and transfer scenarios to select key pa-
rameters to provide information about the data transfer behavior. Also, the model must
be simple and easily implementable. Several models consider interesting scenarios, but
for example, implies a large quantity of parameters or sophisticated mathematical mech-
anisms that hardens their implementation and limits their application to very particular
cases.

Our proposition has been tested and the obtained results shown their easiness in their
implementation4. The collected information by the techniques implemented allow to
made descriptions of behavior in terms of capacity, availability and use, using measures
of bandwidth, latency, transfer times, transfer delays between others, presented in the
content of this manuscript. Obviously, this information allows to characterize the perfor-
mance of an application in a moment and take decision during their execution (increase or
decrease of resources in use, network or local platform selection, prediction of conclusion
time, bottlenecks, bandwidth loss).

3Cheap in terms of cost and intrusiveness.
4This easinesshas an additional consequence that is the low delay added in the measures by their low

intrusiveness cost.
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6.2 Contributions

The general contribution of this thesis is to offer an approach to understand the influ-
ence of the network and communication characteristics in applications running in Grid
computing platforms that make massive and parallel data transfer on high bandwidth net-
works associated with Grid computing systems.

6.2.1 Performance Evaluation

The modelling proposed in this work provides performance evaluation contributions
that permit identifying the behavior in terms of capacity, availability and use. The mea-
surement techniques derived of the analytical model are easily implemented without
adding important or non controlled workloads.

In another words, our proposition provides an easy and portable methodology to test
high bandwidth data transfer5.

The model allows a systematic approach, that in the same sense, provides mechanisms
to evaluate the high bandwidth data transfer in different environments, taking architectural
characteristics and defined a correct performance metric todescribe each one of the mea-
sures. For example, the descriptions made about the bandwidth by links or the bandwidth
in the switch, use common network measures. The various performance criteria consid-
ered permit individual and global measurements, as is presented in the long of the chapter
5, Realistic Performance Evaluation usingLOĝWp.

Consequently, this analytical modelling permits the designof new tests and experi-
ments. The measurement can be validated by another techniques and drop the experimen-
tal non familiar related with the complexity of the systems in observation.

Furthermore, analysis of data provided by the measurement methodology, allows to
identify derived factors or consequences of the measures, such as contention, transfer
cost, transfer time between others.

For example, in the case of the measurement made in cluster platforms, we capture
easily the values associated with the parameters ofLOĝWp (in the same way thatpLogP ),
making the description of the behavior with network characteristics. Of course, the main
advantages are for the case of the Grid computing transfer, where we can use theLOĝWp

model to treat transfer between heterogeneous platforms, treat the environment exchange
and estimate transfer costs, availability of the resources, capacity in real time, between
others characteristics.

5The termhigh bandwidthused in this work is associated with faster connections and high capacity of
transference.
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Finally, the measurement techniques provide here can be implemented in monitors,
sensors of systematic programs as benchmark tools. As is thecase of the codes imple-
mented in the benchmark tool used, theLogP MPI Benchmark Multitest Tooland in our
further modification of this benchmark tool.

In the case of the monitors, they can be considered as invasive mechanisms that add a
known workload. For the sensors, they are non-invasive mechanisms, then it is possible
to capture measures without add important workloads, and benchmark tools offer possi-
bilities of comparison. The different possibilities has been explored in this work and the
results presented before, confirm this contribution, as is possible to see in the chapter 5,
Realistic Performance Evaluation usingLOĝWp.

In synthesis, we arrive to contribute with a realistic performance evaluation technique
to treat massive and parallel data transfer on high bandwidth networks into Grid comput-
ing environments. This realistic performance evaluation technique is addressed to observe
in real time the data transfer behaviors during the execution of Grid computing applica-
tions .

6.2.2 Modeling

The modelling contribution allows to propose a descriptionof the high bandwidth
data transfer process in terms of network characteristics.The analytical modelling begins
from theLogPfamily assumptions, and our model is an extension of the model. In oppo-
sition with other extensions, in this description one parameter is added6 and it proposes
a re-interpretation of the key parameters: LatencyL, overheadO, in this case takes into
account the overhead due to the environment exchange mainly(Ocgc), G gap by byte for
long messages, but for us is the gap byk − packet (ĝ) of a message of sizem and the
number of processorsp involved, for us is more important the links that interconnect the
nodes of the Grid computing infrastructure (Wp). In consequence, characteristics as the
bandwidthB (for example using the equations 4.4 or 4.6 ) to handle data transfer capac-
ity, TFS to measure the influence of the File System (equation 4.13) inthe data transfer
process, the overhead time (equation 4.11) due to environment exchange between others
should be estimated with several formal expressions for different cases, as is presented
before in this manuscript.

On another hand, interesting consequences of the modellingcontribution is the defini-
tion terms as massive/intensive data transfer and high bandwidth. This definition presents
the high bandwidth as a bandwidth that implies the massive data transfer.

Indeed, massive data transfer is defined in terms of size of messagem transferred by
link. Then, if the messagem contains a quantity of bytes greater than the underlying

6Only one, theĀp, in the specific worst case of network to explain disturbances.
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packet size capacityw, that cut the message ink − packets, the message is great. For ex-
ample, the underlying packet capacity for a TCP transfer can be the window transmission
size.

As the message is divided ink − packets and transferred consecutively, this situation
involves a intensive data transfer. However, in practical terms, the intensive data trans-
mission not depends of the size of the packages transferred.Thus, accordingly with these
two hypothesis, the transfers analyzed in this work are massive/intensive data transfers.

To discuss high bandwidth, in this work is proposed the hypothesis of a high band-
width connection have a great capacity to transmission datasets. In consequence, a high
bandwidth data transfer supports massive data transfer andis defined in terms of this type
of transfers.

Summarizing, we propose a model based in experimental observations to describe and
predict parallel and massive data transfer among nodes during the execution of applica-
tions running on Grid Computing Platforms.

6.3 Future Works

Communication process in HPC and Grid computing is an active domain of study. The
contributions offer by the results of this thesis leave moreopen questions that solutions.
Our performance evaluation and prediction approach has allowed to limit the problematic,
however, different study proposals can be addressed.

• For Analytical Modelling, an interesting perspective is the addition of more com-
plexity, without adds new parameters. The objective is treat other possible cases,
conserving the principle of easy implementation of the model in performance eval-
uation methodologies. Between the possible cases to study are non completion
transfers that implies analysis of fault tolerance, asynchronous communications,
non-collective communicants and active messages [146].

• Mathematical formalisms proposed to describe the different transfer characteristics
can be used to define new entities or existing concepts. Is thecase for example of
our hypothesis to define High Bandwidth, massive and intensive transfer, underly-
ing capacity, etc. Several concepts exist in Grid computingand it is necessary to
build definitions that allows to made standard descriptions. And in consequence,
these definitions may be used to identify specific network characteristics for exist-
ing network entities and new entities proposed7.

7Due for example, to technology evolution.
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• Another interesting perspective, derived of the last one is the integration in the
model of different network entities, as non HPC nodes (such as non permanent
devices or compute nodes, instruments, specific networks (as wireless networks) in
order to propose a more general model to explain the behaviorfor any distributed
systems, such as High Throughput Computing systems, Cloud Computing Systems,
Voluntary Desktop Computing Systems.

• Exploiting the possibilities of the analytical model, another perspective is the place-
ment of the model in a simulator framework. This approach permits to know math-
ematic limitations of the model and a comparison with others, in this case not only
to performance evaluation beings, also to design and description of algorithms to
schedule and data management.

• On another hand, an interesting possibility is use the analytical modelling to pro-
pose models to design data-transfer algorithms that can be implemented in sched-
ulers, data managers, data transfer protocols between others. Always conserving
the simplicity and portability of the modelling results.

• For Performance Evaluation perspective, a point important is the characterization
of different protocols, architectures, network topologies and algorithm implemen-
tations to build description tables for specific platforms .This information is useful
to planning infrastructure utilization or infrastructureimplementations, to treat for
example, scalability and heterogeneity.

• Finally, design and build monitors, sensors, tracers and benchmarking tools based
in the analytical modelling proposed in this work, providesnot only tools to predict
with a high degree of accuracy and portability. Also, it is possible to present new
performance measurement techniques that can be implemented in new or existents
performance evaluation tools.
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